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ABSTRACT
AN ASSESSMENT OF ROLE AMBIGUITY, ROLE CONFLICT, ROLE
FRUSTRATION, AND JOB SATISFACTION OF PRESIDENTS AT
SELECTED PRIVATE FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES IN THE
SOUTHEASTERN UNITED STATES
by
Gary W. Juhan
Current literature has suggested that the role of the
college president has perhaps become too ambiguous, complex
and demanding for an individual to perform for an extended
period of time.

The purpose of the study was to assess the

relationship between perceived role ambiguity, role
conflict, role frustration and job satisfaction of selected
private college presidents in the Southeastern United
States.
The method of the study was correlational in design.
Using a thirty-seven item questionnaire developed by the
author, data were collected from 141 college presidents of
institutions within the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools.

The institutions were private in governmental

structure, with an enrollment not exceeding 2500 students.
Limited demographic data pertaining to each college
president were also collected.
Multiple regression was used to determine if
relationships existed between role ambiguity, role conflict,
role frustration, job satisfaction and the demographic
iii

variables of age, race, number of years served as a college
president, years of administrative experience, years
president at their current institution, and if their current
presidency was their first presidency.
Results of the study suggest there are significant
relationships between role ambiguity and role conflict
(r = .22), role ambiguity and role frustration (r = .23),
role ambiguity and job satisfaction (r = -.46), role
conflict and role frustration (r = .67), role conflict and
job satisfaction (r ® -.43), role frustration and job
satisfaction (r = -.43).

However, role ambiguity was not

perceived by the respondents in this study to be detrimental
to the performance of their job.

Role conflict and role

frustration were perceived to be a concern to the
respondents.

Even with the diverse demands of the

president's office, respondents in this study seem to be
satisfied with the position of president, based on the
composite analysis of individual questions on the instrument
designed to measure job satisfaction.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
On average, a president's tenure is about seven
years. At any given time, about one-quarter of the
more than three thousand presidents are in trouble or
unhappy in their job, and are thinking of leaving, or
are in the process of leaving (Gade, 1989, p. 23).
Within the past two years, presidents at Columbia,
Duke, Stanford, Yale, and the Universities of California,
Chicago and Texas have announced their resignations as chief
executives.

These resignations, at such prestigious

institutions, have prompted some observers of college
presidencies to speculate that perhaps the position of
college president has lost some of the luster and appeal
previously enjoyed.

College presidencies may have become

less attractive or manageable due to the increased financial
pressures, the intrusiveness and compliance with
governmental regulations, as well as the continual debate
over curricular reform (Leatherman, 1992).
Has the role of the college president become too
complex to perform or at least to perform it for a
considerable length of time?

Stanley Katz, president of the

American Council of Learned Societies, stated, "The job has
changed, it has become tough, tough, tough, with relatively
little compensation and it takes a toll" (Leatherman, 1992,
p. A-13).

However, Mooney (1992) reported, in an eight year

study conducted by the Association of Governing Boards of
Colleges and Universities, that the average tenure of a
1
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college president was holding steady at seven years.

The

study covered the years 1984-1985 to 1991-1992, and found
college presidents were not quitting at a higher rate as had
been previously speculated.

On the average 14% of all

college presidents left their jobs each year.

In 1992, 476

of the 3,400 institutions surveyed reported their president
had left office.

The presidential turnover rate from 1984

to 1992 was similar for public and private colleges.

Mooney

suggested the impression that presidents were leaving at a
higher rate may have been fostered due to the fact that in
the year 1989-1990 an unusually high proportion of
presidents, 23%, had left private doctorate granting
universities.

However, in 1991-1992 of this same group of

institutions, only 6% of the institutions experienced their
president leaving.

An American Council on Education survey

also found little evidence to support the theory that
presidents are leaving their job sooner.

Yet, "Many

presidents say they do feel under increasing pressure these
days to improve undergraduate education, attract more
minority students and professors, be more accountable to the
public and most of all cut their budgets" (Mooney, 1992, p.
A19) .
For a president to successfully lead an institution of
higher education, a variety of knowledge and skills are
needed.

The president must be adept in the management of

people, as well as be able to provide visionary leadership,
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while identifying and securing financial resources for the
institution.

With the complexity of the many different

roles a president is required to perform, there certainly
exists the potential that the president may experience role
ambiguity, role conflict, and role frustration.

Over

thirty-five years ago Merton (1957), writing in what could
certainly be considered a simpler time, stated, "...frequent
conflict between roles is dysfunctional for the society as
well as the individual"

(p. 116).

One example of the pressures that are placed on the
president which may lead to role conflict is the continual
need to secure financial resources.

With the economic

crisis that is currently facing higher education throughout
the nation, the role the president plays in the area of
institutional advancement has become even more critical.
Expenditures by colleges and universities for 1990-1991 were
approximately $155.4 billion (Ottinger, 1991), yet for
fiscal year 1991 states missed revenue projections by $18
billion.

Half of the nation's colleges and two-thirds of

the public four year institutions suffered mid-year cuts in
their operational budget (Ambrose, 1992).

The financial

dilemma compounds the role of the president by creating the
necessity for the president to be engaged in a continual
search to identify and secure additional funding for the
institution.

An important ingredient, especially of private

college fund raising, is the role that each member of the

4
Board of Trustees is expected to perform.
The foundation of all successful fund raising is the
governing board of the institution.

One role the president

must fulfill is to assure that the board is giving at an
acceptable level.

A major role the president must perform

is the selection of trustees who are willing to give of
their own resources as well as secure financial resources
from donors (Fisher, 1984).

One aspect that can enhance or

encumber the performance level of presidents in all facets
of their presidential responsibilities, but particularly in
the area of institutional development, is the relationship
that is established with the Board of Trustees.
The president-board relationship is essential, but
fraught with peril.

In 1971 and again in 1981,

Bruce Alton surveyed former presidents to find out
what precipitated their leaving office.

In the 10

years between his two studies, relationship with
the governing board went from 14th to 3rd in
importance (Gade, 1989, p 14).
The chairperson as well as the individual members of
the board may all have their own view of the role the
president is expected to perform.

These different

perceptions of the president's role provide ample
opportunity for the president to experience role ambiguity
and role conflict.
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The primary influence the president will have with
trustees will be based on charisma and expertise, for the
president must have the ability to convince the trustees of
his or her vision for the institution as well as possess the
expertise to instill confidence (Fisher, 1984).

Both of

these qualities are needed in the symbiotic relationship
that exists between the president and the chairperson.
The chair is the chief spokesperson for the board, the
chief disciplinarian, when other board members step out
of line and 'need to be taken to the woodshed', as one
trustee put it; and under ideal circumstances the
president's principal counselor, confidante and chief
protector (Gade, 1989, p. 26).
The chairperson of the board is the most important
person in the authority structure.

The chairperson must be

committed to higher education in general and particularly
committed to the institution being served (Herron, 1969).
The president-chairperson relationship is important at
every institution but especially cogent at private
institutions where the chairperson, as well as individual
trustees, may play a more active role in the life of the
institution.

Fisher (1984) believed trustees in the public

sector tend to be less committed to their trusteeship and
less influential than trustees at private institutions.
According to him, this difference between public and private
institutions may be because the voting record of the public

6
trustee is more influenced by political, business and
personal factors.

Herron (1969) also distinguished between

public and private institution trusteeship.
The compatibility of the president and the chairperson
may well rest more heavily with the president (Gade, 1989).
The chairperson's tenure may be for periods of two to four
years (Rauh, 1969), while the average tenure of the
president is nearly seven years (American Council on
Education,

1986).

Fleming (1986) emphasized the importance

of clearly defining and communicating role expectations
between the president and chairperson.

Role definition is

especially needed for presidents, for they often find
themselves in a position of role conflict (Boapimp, 1984).
Role conflict often results from role ambiguity.

Role

ambiguity occurs when there is a discrepancy between the
information available to the person fulfilling the role and
that which is required for the adequate performance of the
role.

Clarity and predictability are two important

components that are required for the individual to
successfully accomplish goals in complex social systems,
yet each is difficult to achieve (Kahn, Wolfe, Quinn, Snoek,
& Rosenthal, 1964).
Role frustrations are more prevalent in certain
occupations than in others. The more complex the occupation,
the more likely frustration will occur (Bates, 1968).
College presidents have a variety of constituencies vying
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for their attention that need to be balanced.

Faculty,

staff, students, alumni, members of the Board of Trustees
and individuals in the community are all vying for the favor
of the president; they also have their own perception of how
the president's role should be fulfilled.

Hence the college

president is particularly at risk for role frustration.
According to Herron,

(1969), "The Board must be reminded

that the role of the president is complex and multifaceted
and needs clear definition before selection of a candidate
for that role can be finalized'1 (p. 43).
By clarifying the roles of the president and the
chairperson, the institution can function at a more
efficient level.

Role clarification will benefit both the

president and the chairperson, since each may possess
differing leadership styles, communication patterns, and
differing techniques for the solicitation and cultivation of
potential donors.

It is imperative that the president and

the chairperson have a working relationship which honors the
boundaries of their respective responsibilities.

With

clearly delineated roles the president and chairperson, the
prospect of micro-management of the institution by the Board
will be greatly diminished.
The board's role is to set policy for the institution
and not to be involved in the daily management of the
institution (Ehrle & Bennett, 1988; Herron, 1969).
(1990) stated,

"The board is supposed to govern the

Flawn

institution, not manage it.

Management is the

responsibility of the president.

If the board, for whatever

reason, intrudes into the management function, the president
is in serious difficulty" (p.IB). It is the president's
responsibility to educate board members so they understand
the difference between leadership and management.

Many

institutions are well managed, but very poorly led.

The

president should provide leadership rather than management
for the institution (Bennis, 1989).

Statement of the Problem
Role ambiguity, role conflict, and role frustration are
normal and present in all social systems.

Role ambiguity

exists when the information available to a person is less
than what is required for adequate performance of the role.
Clarity and predictability of roles are important in keeping
role ambiguity at a minimum.

Role conflict results when an

individual is assigned a role for which there is inadequate
preparation or when there is incompatibility of personality
traits of the individual filling the role and the behavior
required for the role.

Role frustration results when

situational factors make playing a role according to ideal
expectations impossible (Bertrand, 1972).
The literature suggests that the role of the president
has perhaps become too ambiguous, complex and demanding for
an individual to perform for a significant period of time

9
(Leatherman, 1992).

Role conflict contributes to tension

and undermines job satisfaction (Kahn et al., 1964).

To

maximize the success of the college president, it is
important for the president's role to be clearly defined
(Kauffman,

1989; Gade, 1989).

In the absence of clarity and

predictability; role ambiguity, role conflict and role
frustration could ensue with the possible result being
diminished job satisfaction.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to assess the
relationship between perceived role ambiguity, role
conflict, role frustration and job satisfaction of selected
private college presidents in the Southeastern United
States.

Limited demographic data pertaining to each college

president were also collected to determine if relationships
existed between the demographic variables of age, race,
number of years president at current institution, age at the
time of presidential appointment, if the current presidency
is the first presidency, and total years of educational
administrative experience.
It was anticipated that the data generated and analyzed
would enhance the understanding of the constructs of role
ambiguity, role conflict and role frustration that college
presidents experience and the subsequent influence of these
factors on job satisfaction.
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Significance of the Study
The more roles that are included within an occupational
status, or if the expectations of the role are inconsistent,
the more likely the occupation is to contain role conflict
(Bates, 1968) .

Due to the complex nature of the

presidential role, presidents may often experience role
conflict, role ambiguity and role frustration.

The study

was significant because data was generated that assessed the
level of role ambiguity, role conflict, role frustration and
job satisfaction that college presidents experience at
small, private, four-year colleges in the Southeastern
United States.

This assessment may lead to a greater

understanding of the difficult and multifaceted roles that
college presidents are called upon to perform and
help explain why college presidents remain in office for a
relatively brief period of time.
Current presidents may use the study findings to help
assess the clarity of their roles within their own
institutions, thus enhancing the institution's management
and effectiveness.

Individuals aspiring to be presidents

may begin to contemplate what steps are necessary to clearly
delineate their role expectations prior to assuming a
presidency, thereby perhaps increasing their chances of a
successful presidency.

Chairpersons of Board of Trustees

may more fully appreciate the need to provide clear role
expectations for their college presidents so that

XI
efficiency, productivity, effectiveness and perhaps the
tenure of the president will be increased.

Hypotheses
The hypotheses of the study are stated below.
Hypothesis 1:

College presidents who experience role

ambiguity will experience role conflict, i.e., role
ambiguity will be significantly related to role conflict.
Hypothesis 2:

Role conflict of college presidents will be

significantly related to role frustration.
Hypothesis 3:

Role ambiguity will be significantly related

to job satisfaction.
Hypothesis 4:

Role ambiguity will be significantly related

to role frustration.
Hypothesis 5:

Role conflict will be significantly related

to job satisfaction.
Hypothesis 6:

Role frustration will be significantly

related to job satisfaction.
Hypothesis 7:

The demographic variables of age, race,

number of years president at current institution, age at the
time of presidential appointment, if current presidency is
the first presidency, and total years of educational
administrative experience, will be significantly related to
reported role ambiguity.
Hypothesis 8:

The demographic variables of age, race,

number of years president at current institution, age at the
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time of presidential appointment, if current presidency is
the first presidency, and total years of educational
administrative experience, will be significantly related to
reported role conflict.
Hypothesis 9:

The demographic variables of age, race,

number of years president at current institution, age at the
time of presidential appointment, if current presidency is
the first presidency, and total years of educational
administrative experience will be significantly related to
reported role frustration.
Hypothesis 10:

The demographic variables of age, race,

number of years president at current institution, age at the
time of presidential appointment, if current presidency is
the first presidency, and total years of educational
administrative experience will be significantly related to
reported job satisfaction.

Limitations
For the purposes of this study, the sample was limited
to:
1.

Presidents of institutions located within the

jurisdiction of the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools.

The eleven states that are included within this

region are: Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee, South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Mississippi and Texas.
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2.

Presidents of institutions where enrollments consisted

of fewer than 2,500 students.
3.

Presidents of institutions whose governmental structure

was private.

Definitions
1.

Board of Trustees.

The governing body of a college

which is charged with the responsibility of selecting and
supervising the work of the president.

The Board's primary

responsibility is the establishment and oversight of policy,
particularly as it pertains to fiscal policy and long range
planning.
2.

President.

The individual who is designated as the

chief executive officer of the college by the governing
board of the institution.

The president is charged with the

comprehensive management and leadership of the institution.
3.

Role.

"A set of predictable and dependable activities

which are defined as potential behaviors an individual may
engage in" (Kahn, et al., 1964, p.13).
4.

Role ambiguity.

"Lack of agreement or coordination

among role senders that produces a pattern of set
expectations which contains logical incompatibilities or
which takes inadequate account of the needs and abilities of
the focal person" (Kahn et al. 1964, p.73).

In this study,

role ambiguity was measured by the score obtained on the
College President's Role Ambiguity, Role Conflict, Role

Frustration and Job Satisfaction Scale.
5.

Role conflict.

"The simultaneous occurrence of two or

more sets of pressures such that compliance with one would
make more difficult, compliance with the other" (Kahn et al.
1964, p.19).

In this study, role conflict was measured by

the score obtained on the College President's Role
Ambiguity, Role Conflict, Role Frustration and Job
Satisfaction Scale.
6.

Role frustration.

The emotional state that exists when

situational factors make playing a role according to ideal
expectations impossible (Bertrand, 1972).

In this study,

role frustration was measured by the score obtained on the
College President's Role Ambiguity, Role Conflict, Role
Frustration and Job Satisfaction Scale.
7.

Job Satisfaction,

"...degree to which employees have a

positive affective orientation toward employment by the
organization"

(Price & Mueller 1986, p. 215).

In this

study, job satisfaction was measured by the score obtained
on the College President's Role Ambiguity, Role Conflict,
Role Frustration and Job Satisfaction Scale.

Overview of the Study
Chapter 1 introduced the concepts that form the basis
for the study.

Role ambiguity, role conflict, role

frustration and job satisfaction of college presidents in
the Southeastern United States was researched.

The roles
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college presidents are expected to perform are varied and
often ambiguous and may often lead to role conflict
resulting in role frustration which may impact job
satisfaction.

Job satisfaction may be reduced as a result

of unclear role delineation.

The chairperson of the Board

of Trustees, who serves as the president’s supervisor, can
play a critical role in helping to define the role of the
president.

Through a more complete delineation of

presidential roles, the president will be more effective in
fulfilling the scope of required duties; hence, the
institution will operate more efficiently and productively.
The theoretical basis of role theory is included in the
literature review presented in Chapter 2.

The literature

review of role theory goes beyond the scope of college
presidents, because relatively little research has been
conducted on the specific role of the college president
pertaining to role ambiguity, role conflict, role
frustration and job satisfaction.

Previous studies are

cited that have been conducted which examine presidential
role expectations.

Due to the relationship of clearly

delineating roles and the impact on the potential success of
a presidency, factors that constitute building a successful
presidency are also included in the literature review in
Chapter 2.
The methodology of the study is presented in Chapter 3
including population, sampling method, sample, research
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design, procedures and type of data analysis that was used.
Chapter 4 presents the data that was collected using
the survey instrument and the subsequent analysis. A summary
of the study, findings, conclusions and recommendations are
presented in Chapter 5.

CHAPTER 2
Review of the Literature
Introduction

Chapter 2 presents an overview of the difficulty of
performing the role of a college president in the context of
role theory.

The development of role theory is reviewed

with particular emphasis on the constructs of role conflict
and role ambiguity, as well as job satisfaction.

Studies

addressing the presidential role as well as elements of
enhancing presidential performance are reviewed.
The president of a college or university is obligated
to play a variety of multifaceted roles in the performance
of their duties and is in constant demand (Herron, 1969).
There exists a number of constituencies, each having their
own view of how the role of the president should be
performed.

Flawn (1990) saw the Board of Trustees as

viewing the president as the chief executive officer, while
faculty, staff and students saw the president as "the mayor
of university city and responsible to them" (p. 15).

Even

though the president is not an elected official, in many
instances, the president is obligated to behave as one.

The

president has the responsibility to set the tone of the
academic community (Herron, 1969).

With the multitude of

responsibilities a president is expected to perform and the
subsequent differing expectations of the many different
17
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constituencies, it is reasonable to assume the president
will experience role ambiguity and role conflict.

An

examination of role theory and review of the literature
supports this assumption.
In Paradoxes of the Presidency. Perlman (1989) believed
the president had the greatest power and authority on the
campus but lost the power to speak off the record or to say
provocative things, in large part, due to the many
constituencies that must be constantly appeased.

The

president's every action was subject to interpretation,
speculation, resistance, and resentment.

Ehrle and Bennett

(1988) believed the amount of freedom that a person
experiences was inversely related to the level in the system
which that person obtained.

Presidents may regret the loss

of academic freedom they have experienced as a result of
their upward mobility.

Fisher (1984) postulated that

presidents could not be successful unless they were able to
define themselves and to articulate the needs and interests
of people on campus while maintaining the necessary distance
to lead.

The effectiveness of the president's leadership

rested with how power was defined as well as how power was
used by the president.

Fisher categorized five different

types of presidential power: legitimate, reward, coercive,
expert and charismatic.

At different times the president

may be called upon to exercise any combination of these
different types of power.

Fisher believed charismatic power
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played a much more important role when interacting with and
influencing trustees.
Why would someone seek the position of president when
it requires such a variety of skills and talents to perform
often ambiguous and conflicting roles?

Robert Hutchins, who

was president of the University of Chicago at age 29,
believed that anyone who actually aspired to be a college
president should be ruled unfit.

Roger Heyns, a past

president of the American Council on Education, has spoken
of assuming a presidency as "raising one's head above the
parapet" (Perlman, 1989, p.3).

Yet each year as vacancies

for college presidencies occur there appears to be no
shortage of candidates interested in applying (Leatherman,
1992).

Perhaps as Leatherman (1992) has suggested, the

rewards of the modern presidency are no longer considered
adequate in light of the difficulty that college presidents
encounter in performing their role, or, prior to assuming a
college presidency, individuals are unaware of the
complexity and demands that the position entails.

Role Theory
To understand the complexity and ambiguity of the
presidential role, it was appropriate to examine role
theory.

Role theory is a relatively young field of study

that had its origins in the work of social philosophers and
behavioral scientists identified in the literature as the
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precursors of role theory (Biddle & Thomas, 1966). The word
"role" was originally an old-French word that was derived
from the Latin "rotula" meaning the little wheel or round
log.

The rotula was used to roll on sheets of parchment to

keep the parchment from breaking.

In ancient Rome and

Greece, the parts of the play were written on roles and then
could be read by the prompters to the actors, thereby
providing the actors with the text of a role to play
(Moreno, 1953).
The term "role" was not commonly used by the precursors
of role theory to designate a technical concept.

It was not

until the 1930s that the term "role" began appearing in
technical writings on role problems.

Mead, Moreno and

Linton played a significant part in developing the study of
role theory in their writings on role.

Mead, in his work at

the University of Chicago from 1911-1925, had a great
influence on his colleagues and students.

With the

posthumous publication of Mind. Self and Society in 1934,
Mead introduced the concept of role taking, which he defined
as taking the role of another and integrating the role into
the self.

It was not until after World War II that the

extensive use of role-related terms began to appear in the
titles of empirical studies (Biddle & Thomas, 1966).

Moreno

(1953) wrote of role-taking, role playing, and role
creating.
roles.

Merton (1957) concentrated his work on multiple

He believed, "A conception basic to sociology holds
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that individuals have multiple social roles and tend to
organize their behavior in terms of the structurally defined
expectations assigned to each role" (p.369).

Merton

believed that frequent conflict between roles would not only
be dysfunctional for the individual, but for society as
well.

According to Biddle and Thomas (1966), one of the

difficulties of understanding role is the way that it has
been defined:
The field of role has unfortunately come to be known as
"role theory".

This implies that there is actually

more theory than in fact is the case.

The role field

exhibits much speculation, and there are certainly
hypotheses and theories about particular aspects of the
subject, but there is no one grand "theory" (p. 14).
Biddle and Thomas believed the only aspect of role
theory that is unique is its language, terms and concepts.
One problem they cited with the language of role is that it
lacks clarity, thus making definition difficult. They
believed that when discussing role there may be a set of
common terms and concepts that have technical meaning and
popular meaning and often the two sets of terms are not
identical.

Biddle and Thomas (1966) cited role theory as a

new field of study that even within sociology was not
universally recognized as a specialization.

"A category of

role analysis appeared for the first time as a
specialization in the 1964 periodic inventory of scientific
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manpower conducted by the National Science Foundation"
(p.3).

Biddle and Thomas did not believe that role theory

as a field of study would be a passing fad; nevertheless,
this researcher found that even though the literature
contains much information pertaining to role ambiguity and
role conflict, there has been relatively little written
under the comprehensive scope of role theory after the mid
seventies.
"According to classical organization theory, every
position in a formal organizational structure should have a
specified set of tasks or position responsibilities"
House, Lirtzman, 1970, p.151).

(Rizzo,

This clear expectation

allows management to hold subordinates accountable and
provides direction and guidance.

During the mid-sixties

Mintzberg defined a role as "organized sets of behaviors
belonging to identifiable offices or positions."
1991, p. 167).

(Hanson,

Rizzo, House, and Lirtzman (1970) defined

role as "a set of expectations about behavior for a position
in a social structure" (p. 155).

Hellriegel and Slocum

(1979) defined role as the group of activities that others
expect the individual to perform in a particular position in
the organization.

When one considers the themes of

specificity, accountability and expectations of others
discussed above, it is apparent that individuals who serve
in leadership roles of complex formal organizations, such as
corporation

executives or college presidents, may often be
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faced with a complex and ambiguous challenge in the
fulfillment of their duties.
In his assessment of how five chief executives
functioned within their organization, Mitzberg found ten
roles that could be classified as part of three behaviors:
interpersonal, informational and decisional.

Interpersonal

behaviors focus on interpersonal contact and are found in
figurehead, leader, and liaison roles. Informational
behaviors focus on the nerve center role, dissemination, and
spokesman role.

Decisional behavior focuses on the

entrepreneur role, disturbance handler role, resource
allocator role, and the negotiator role (Hanson, 1991). Each
of these roles may be very appropriate for a college
president to manifest, particularly the figurehead,
spokesman, decisional, resource, and negotiator roles. A
college president may face the daily balancing of a
multitude of roles (Fisher, 1984; Herron, 1969; & Rauh,
1969) .
Role performance is determined by social norms, demands
placed on the individual, rules they must operate under,
role performance of others in their respective positions,
those who observe and react to the performance, and the
individual's particular capabilities and personality (Biddle
& Thomas, 1966).

One way to assist individuals in

clarifying role expectations is through role analysis.

Role

analysis may focus on the behavior of a given individual, or
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on a specific aggregate of individuals or a particular
grouping of individuals who display given behaviors (Biddle
& Thomas, 1966).

French and Bell (1990) described how

Dayal and Thomas developed the practice of Role Analysis
Technique (RAT) that was used to clarify and define the
roles of top management in India.

Dayal and Thomas

contended that the role incumbent often did not have a clear
understanding of what behaviors were expected in the
position.

As was one of the purposes of this study, Dayal

and Thomas were very interested in role ambiguity and the
subsequent problems unclear role expectations may create.
As defined by Dayal and Thomas, role analysis involved four
steps.
First, there needs to be an analysis of the focal role
by the role incumbent in tandem with other members of the
team. During this first step, the role is viewed in general
as it relates to the overall organization, its reason for
existence and how the role contributes to the overall
success of achieving organizational effectiveness.

In the

second step, the focal role incumbent's expectations of
others in the group is examined, listing the expectations of
the other roles in the group.

Step three, group members

then describe what they want and expect from the incumbent
in the focal role.

The final step involves the role

incumbent's developing a role profile which is a written
summary of the role.

It is Dayal and Thomas's contention
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that through collaborative role analysis and definition,
roles can be more clearly delineated which in turn will lead
to stronger commitment from the work group tFrench 1990).
It may be possible that such a process of collaborative role
analysis and definition as Dayal and Thomas described would
benefit college presidents in reducing perceived role
ambiguity and role conflict.

Role Conflict
Role conflict is normal and present in all social
systems (Bertrand, 1972; Hellriegel & Slocum, 1979).
Role conflict over a period of time has been given different
meanings by different social scientists.

Some use role

conflict to denote incompatible expectation situations to
which an individual is exposed whether the individual is
aware of the conflict or not.

others use role conflict to

mean situations in which the individual perceives
incompatible expectations (Gross, McEachern, & Mason, 1966).
Gross, McEachern and Mason defined role conflict as:
any situation in which the incumbent of a position
perceives that he is confronted with incompatible
expectations will be called role conflict.

The person

for whom an expectation is held may consider it to be
legitimate or illegitimate.

A legitimate expectation

is one which the incumbent of a position feels others
have a right to hold.

An illegitimate expectation is
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one which he does not feel others have a right to hold.
An expectation which is felt to be legitimate will be
called a perceived obligation.

One which is felt to be

illegitimate will be called a perceived pressure (p.
288) .
Bertrand (1972) defined two basic types of role
conflict.

The first type occurs when one norm calls for

behavior that is immoral, improper, or unethical by the
standards of the second norm.

An example might be the

president accepting a significant donation when the donor
clearly implies he wants something in return which is
perhaps unethical.

The second type of role conflict is

behavioral in that one role may cancel out or defeat the
first role simply due to the individual's inability to
perform two roles at once.

The president cannot host a

dinner for the Board of Trustees and speak to the Faculty
Senate simultaneously.

Rizzo, House, and Lirtzman (1970)

defined role conflict as "the dimensions of congruencyincongruency or compatibility-incompatibility in the
requirements of the role" (p. 155).
may be categorized in four ways.

For them, role conflict

Role conflict may be

between a person's internal standards or values and the
defined role, or between time, resources or capabilities of
the defined role.

Role conflict may result from inter-role

conflict as a person strives to fill more than one position
in a system.

Conflicting expectations and organizational
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demands in the form of incompatible policies, conflicting
requests from others and incompatible standards of
evaluation may also result in role conflict.

According to

Bates (1968), role inadequacy will occur if the individual
does not have the necessary skills needed to perform the
role that is expected or the personality that the role
demands.

Having an individual assigned menial tasks beneath

the individual's level of achievement or ability will also
result in role inadequacy.
Hellriegel and Slocum (1979) described four types of
role conflict that result from incompatible messages and
pressures from the person's role set.

A person's role set,

as defined by Hellriegel and Slocum, usually includes a
person's manager, perhaps the manager's immediate
supervisor, subordinates or other employees with whom the
person works closely.

The four types of role conflict are

intra-sender conflict, inter-sender conflict, inter-role
conflict and person-role conflict.

Intra-sender conflict

results when different messages and pressures from a single
member of the role set may be incompatible.

Inter-sender

conflict occurs when messages and pressures from one role
sender oppose messages and pressures from one or more other
senders.

When role pressures are associated with membership

in one group are in conflict with pressures stemming from
membership in other groups, inter-role conflict occurs.
Person-role conflict results when role requirements may
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violate mores or ethical values.

Role conflicts are

inevitable and in some cases role conflict may even be
functional (Hellriegel & Slocum, 1979).
al.

However, Kahn et

(1964) believed a common reaction to conflict and the

associated tensions are often dysfunctional for the
organization as an ongoing social system, as well as being
self-defeating for the person experiencing the role conflict
for sustained periods of time.
McGrath (1976) believed that those individuals in high
conflict roles experience more internal conflicts, reduced
job satisfaction, decreased confidence in superiors and in
the organizations.

Role conflict is more a case of choosing

between clear but incompatible alternatives, whereas role
ambiguity necessitates the generation of probable
alternatives.

According to McGrath role conflict may also

result "when a set of role demands, while agreed upon by all
in the role set contain internally contradictory
expectations"

(p. 1386).

An example of this type of role

conflict would be when an individual is asked to present
complex material briefly, but in detail.
Role conflict creates emotional turmoil and is
manifested in the individual's experiencing anxiety,
tension, frustration and a sense of futility.

Eisenhauser

(1985) examined the relationship between role conflict, role
ambiguity and job robustness among school principals.

He

found job robustness was associated with low role ambiguity,
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low role conflict, and support from the principals co
workers, staff, administrator colleagues, the superintendent
and the community.

Social relations with an individual's

work associates tended to deteriorate during periods of role
conflict along with deterioration of attitudes toward the
job and the organization.
Kahn et al.

(1964) believed a common response to role

conflict was social and psychological withdrawal, resulting
in reduction in communication.

Birch (1986), Singleton

(1987), Haney and Long (1989), and Deluga and Winters (1990)
each supported Kahn's position in their research studies on
role conflict and role ambiguity.

Cummings and Elsalmi

(1970) believed the more diversified an individual's role
was, the greater variety and challenge there was associated
with the role.

However, role diversity could certainly

generate role conflict.

In Birch's (1986) study of 547

public library reference librarians, he found that 35%
experienced burnout.

The biggest predictor of burnout was

when the librarians reported that role ambiguity and role
conflict were present in their work environment.

Singleton

(1987) examined role conflict and role ambiguity in
university department chairpersons and concluded role
ambiguity especially in the areas of student affairs,
departmental governance, faculty affairs, external
communications and professional development contribute to
job dissatisfaction and tension in the work place.

To alleviate role ambiguity, role clarification is
needed.

Haney and Long (1989) studied the relationship of

role conflict, role ambiguity, role overload and the
perceived coping effectiveness to health concerns of
physical education teachers.

They concluded that role

overload was the best predictor of perceived health.
Deluga and Winters (1990) hypothesized that increasing
levels of perceived resident assistant role ambiguity and
role conflict would be negatively associated with job
satisfaction, job performance and satisfaction of the
student.

Forty-two resident assistants were administered

self-report instruments that assessed role ambiguity and
role conflict.

Their results indicated that stress created

by role ambiguity and role conflict appeared to impact
adversely on the resident assistant experience.
Bates (1968), and Rizzo, House and Lirtzman (1970)
postulated that the more roles contained within an
occupational status or if the expectations of the role were
inconsistent, the more likely the occupation would contain
role conflict.

They believed the consequences of role

conflict may be manifested in psychological as well as
social conditions for the individual occupying the role.
The net effect would be decreased individual satisfaction
and decreased organizational effectiveness.
According to Bates (1968), different personality types
may have a greater or lesser tolerance for role conflict.
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If this is true, tolerance for such conflicts could become
an important selection criterion for those occupations
(i.e., college presidents) that involve a high degree of
exposure to role conflict stress.

Kahn et al.

(1964) wrote

extensively on the study of personality processes in role
stress.

He considered such factors as specific personality

variables, introversion-extroversion, flexibility-rigidity
and achievement orientations.

Kahn et. al., believed that

some individuals can tolerate extremely stressful conditions
without visible signs of discomfort, while other are
overwhelmed.

According to Kahn et al., personality

differences lead to individual differences in coping with
stress.

In some tension producing situations some

individuals tend to be problem oriented.

The individual

will choose to address those aspects of the environment
which help create the stress.

Other individuals tend to

cope with the emotional experience itself.

A more detailed

discussion of personality relative to stress goes beyond the
scope of this research effort.
Watkins (1989) explored the organizational stressors of
overload, underload, job ambiguity, organizational
structure, role conflict, managing people and travel on
college presidents.

He developed an organizational stressor

questionnaire and sent eighty questionnaires to selected
Massachusetts college presidents in 19B8.

Watkins found

that college presidents reported the three most perceived
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stressors in their positions were overload, managing people
and travel.
Selman (1990) surveyed 276 community/junior college
presidents in the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools regarding the perceived stress experienced.

Selman

found that presidents rated the stress levels of their jobs
as being not very stressful with the exception of faculty
relationships and legal matters being rated as very
stressful.

Selman also reported that "...responses based on

personal desires must often be suppressed for the good of
others and their controlled suppression produces varying
physical and psychological costs" (p. 23).
When a person is blocked from achieving a goal by some
barrier, either external or internal, frustration results.
Typically an individual who experiences conflict or
frustration feels tense and uncomfortable, a condition
commonly referred to as anxiety.

Anxiety may result when

the source of discomfort can not be clearly identified.
manifestation of anxiety is a resistance to change.

One

Another

symptom of frustration and conflict is the use of defense
mechanisms which are unconscious reactions that help protect
an individual's self-concept.

Examples of defense

mechanisms may be projection, rationalization or reaction
formation.

In addition to employing defense mechanisms

common reactions to frustration are to select a substitute
goal since alternate goals may be equally satisfying; engage
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in maladaptive behavior such as aggression or hostility with
the aggression being either verbal or physical or both; or
aggression may be responded to by withdrawal; or reducing
frustration by making a conscious change.

"The presence of

a barrier to goal attainment and need satisfaction creates a
frustrating condition, with the result that an individual's
inner state of disequilibrium persists or becomes stronger"
(Sherman, Bohlander & Chruden, 1988, p. 304}.
Roles within occupations are defined "in terms of ideal
behavior or cultural structure and in terms of real behavior
or actual performance" (Bates, 1968, p.17). Role conflict
arises when the individual is asked to engage in several
behavioral roles that the individual believes to be
inconsistent with each other.

Bates (1968) defined role

conflict as "a condition of stress within the socio-cultural
structure of a social system" (p. 110).

Bates believed that

self-defeating behavior was often the consequence of
inconsistent or unclear role expectations.

Lack of clear

and consistent information about the required activities to
perform a prescribed role will result in role ambiguity.

Role Ambiguity
Role ambiguity causes stress and results in the
development of coping behavior.

The coping behavior may be

manifested in aggressive action and hostile communication,
withdrawal, or approaching the role sender(s) in order to
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attempt joint problem solving (Hellriegel & Slocum 1979;
McGrath, 1976).

Kahn et al. (1964) defined role ambiguity

as "a direct function of the discrepancy between information
available to the person and that which is required for
adequate performance of his role" (p. 73).
Two elements that need to be present to reduce role
ambiguity are clarity and predictability, yet in complex
social systems, these are difficult to achieve.

Without

clarity and predictability, ambiguity may tend to limit an
individual's effectiveness and productivity, thus becoming a
major source of frustration and anxiety.

Sources of

ambiguity may be due to organizational complexity, rapid
organizational change or current managerial philosophies.
As the size of the organization becomes more complex, the
division of labor also becomes more complex since more
individuals are involved in organizational planning.

The

size and complexity of the organization begins to exceed the
individual's span of comprehension and the result is role
ambiguity.

The rate of organizational change often leads to

reorganization.

Because interdependence is such a dominant

feature of organizations, the effects of change are
difficult to contain.

Changes in technology and frequent

personnel changes, either in employee turnover or general
transfers or reassignments within an organization, are
common.

As a result, role ambiguity may well be beyond the

control of any organizational member.

Individuals must know
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what is expected of them to be effective, and a feeling of
effectiveness depends first on knowing what the job is and
what it requires,

when role ambiguity about role

expectations occurs, the individual tends to become
dissatisfied with the job in general and to experience
feelings of futility and frustration.

The emotional costs

of role ambiguity are much like those of role conflict.
Ambiguous environments make it difficult to maintain close
bonds with associates.

Trust may suffer, and increasing

uncertainty may lead to loss of confidence in self, as well
as loss of confidence in the cooperativeness and good
intentions of others.

Ambiguity produces emotional strain

and creates a tendency to withdraw; this, in turn, produces
a situation that is a deterrent to establishing or
maintaining close, supportive social relations; a situation
which reduces communication (Kahn et al.,1964).
McGrath (1976) believed ambiguity might arise within
the scope of an individual's responsibilities from several
different areas.

He postulated ambiguity may be related to

the scope of one's responsibilities; about the limits of
one's authority; about rules, sanctions, and their
application; about job security and opportunities; and about
the evaluations of oneself by others.
(1964),

Like Kahn, et al.

McGrath credited role ambiguity with the creation

of interpersonal tension, lowered job satisfaction, lowered
self-esteem and a reduction in positive affect for others
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with whom the individual may interact.

McGrath differed

with Kahn et al. in that McGrath believed that ambiguity
would increase rather than decrease communication, at least
in the initial phases.

However role ambiguity that is

experienced for prolonged periods of time increases as the
flow of information within an organization becomes more
restrictive.
Chang and Goldman (1990) examined role stress
situations experienced by Taiwanese junior high school
administrators and found role conflict and role ambiguity to
be different constructs and to have different sources. They
attributed role conflict to contradictory external and
internal demands and a heavy workload.

Role ambiguity was

attributed to inadequate communication, administrative
inexperience, frequent personnel changes and organizational
growth.

In their study of job satisfaction and burnout

among health care social workers, Siefert, Jayaratne, and
Chess (1991) found role ambiguity, role conflict, lack of
comfort and dissatisfaction with financial rewards to be
significant predictors of depersonalization and burnout.
Role ambiguity and role strain was examined by Adduci
(1990) when he interviewed fifty-six department chairs in
nine high schools and conducted content analysis of written
job descriptions.

Adduci identified six factors of role

ambiguity and role strain in department chair jobs.
factors were equivocal job descriptions, conflicting

These

functions, vague goals, lack of agreement by role senders,
ineffective professional development opportunities and
inadequate resources.

To help minimize role ambiguity and

role strain, Adduci recommended rewriting job descriptions
to bring clarity and provide staff development opportunities
and sufficient resources.

Job Satisfaction
Systematic attempts to study job satisfaction did not
actually begin until the 1930s when Hoppock published the
first intensive study of job satisfaction.

Hoppock

emphasized a multitude of factors he believed could affect
job satisfaction such as fatigue, monotony, working
conditions, supervision and achievement.

Taylor and Mayo

had done research on worker attitudes prior to Hoppock's
work, but their primary emphasis had been in the areas of
fatigue reduction and productivity (Locke, 1976).
Locke (1976) defined job satisfaction "as a pleasurable
or positive emotional state resulting from the appraisal of
one's job or job experience" (p. 1300).

Locke believed job

satisfaction had a major influence on overall life
satisfaction and would contribute to the individuals selfconfidence, as well as have effects on physical health and
longevity.

Locke (1976) and Kahn, et al.

(1964) believed

role conflict and role ambiguity should be minimized to
avoid job dissatisfaction.

According to Locke, job
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dissatisfaction resulted in a negative effect on an
individuals attitudes, physical health, absences, turnover
and grievances.

However, he did not believe there was a

direct effect between job dissatisfaction and productivity.
Locke (1976) made two clear distinctions between job
satisfaction and morale.

First he saw morale as being more

future-oriented, while satisfaction was more present and
past oriented.

Secondly, Locke saw morale as often being

determined by a group referent, while satisfaction was the
result of an appraisal by a single individual regarding the
job situation.
Job satisfaction can be influenced by a multitude of
factors according to Locke (1976).

One of the more

significant factors to influence job satisfaction is that
the work must be sufficiently mentally challenging to reduce
boredom.

The fact that employees at higher job levels are

more likely to want and receive mentally challenging work
than employees at lower levels results in a positive
relationship between job level and job satisfaction.
Financial compensation must be enough to satisfy physical
needs, yet money also serves as a symbol of achievement.
American culture has stressed merit and ability to perform
the job as being the standard for promotion.

Consequently,

promotion or at least the possibility of promotion is a
contributing factor in job satisfaction.

Praise for the

work performed, particularly verbal recognition is
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important.

Generally employees place value on their

physical surrounding which are not dangerous or
uncomfortable.

However, unless physical working conditions

are extremely poor or extremely good, working conditions are
often taken for granted.

Complaints about physical working

conditions are sometimes symbols or manifestations of deeper
employee frustrations such as anxiety, personal problems,
distrust of management or general dislike for the work.
Job satisfaction is influenced not only by the actual
conditions that exist but also by how the individual
perceives the conditions.

Perceptions are influenced by

occupational level, educational level, age, sex, health,
family relationships and personality.

Job satisfaction has

been demonstrated to be closely related to turnover and
absenteeism.

Employees who experience job satisfaction are

less likely to resign.

There does not appear to be a

relationship between job satisfaction and job performance.
In an analysis of twenty correlational studies using both
supervisory and objective performance, no positive
relationship was found between satisfaction and performance.
While job satisfaction does not necessarily lead to better
job performance,

it has been suggested that job performance

leads to job satisfaction (Sherman, Bohlander, & Chruden
1988).
Stretcher (1989) studied job satisfaction factors of
presidents at public two-year colleges.

In his study of 89
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presidents, Stretcher found prestige associated with being a
college president made the most positive contribution to job
satisfaction, followed closely by power and influence.

Age

and administrative experience accumulated prior to assuming
a presidency had little impact on job satisfaction.

Job

satisfaction did increase with the length of service an
individual served as president as well as the number of
presidencies previously held.

Presidents who had held three

or more presidencies during their careers were above the
norm in reported job satisfaction, while first time
presidents reported less satisfaction than did the overall
group.

Stretcher found that salary and fringe benefits

contributed the least to job satisfaction; while working
with students was reported as the most satisfying phase of
the presidency with staff relationships as the least
satisfying phase of the presidency.

Presidential Ambiguities
The literature on role theory has indicated that
individuals who occupy positions of authority and or
leadership may experience role conflict and role ambiguity
due to the many different components of their positions they
are expected to perform.

Role ambiguity especially has an

impact on the successful performance of an individual's
position.

Cohen and March (1986) believed the college

president has to confront four fundamental broad
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ambiguities.

These were ambiguity of purpose, ambiguity of

power, ambiguity of experience, and ambiguity of success.
For Cohen and March, ambiguity of purpose was demonstrated
in the struggle between stated goals of the institution and
the movement of these goals into concrete accomplished
behavior on the campus.

How can action be justified is a

fundamental question for Cohen and March.

"College

presidents live within a normative context that presumes
purpose and within an organizational context that denies it"
(Cohen & March, p. 197).

Ambiguity of power addressed the

question of how powerful was the president and what could
truly be accomplished?

Power tends to be misleadingly

simple, and presidents often discover that they have less
power than they may have originally believed.

Cohen and

March suggested that individuals exposed to the symbolic
presidency will often tend to exaggerate the power that a
president truly has, while those within the institution tend
to underestimate the presidential power or the presidential
will the president may exert to accomplish goals.
"Ambiguity of power leads to a parallel ambiguity of
responsibility" (p. 198).

Presidents attempt to learn from

their experience, yet the outcomes that are produced by
presidential action depends heavily on factors other than
the president's action and are often beyond the control of
the president.

"College presidents probably have greater

confidence in their interpretations of college life, college
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administration and their general environment than is
warranted.

The inferences they make from experience are

likely to be wrong" (Cohen & March, 1986, p. 201).

The more

successful a president is in performing the duties of the
office, the more success is expected by others.

This

expectation by others of the president’s success provides
the president with the fourth ambiguity proposed by Cohen
and March, the ambiguity of success.

Presidential Styles
Individual presidents may function in their role using
one dominant leadership style or a combination of styles
depending on what the situation may dictate.

Astin and

Scherrei (1980) identified four presidential styles.

These

are the bureaucrat, the intellectual, the egalitarian, and
the counselor.

The mode of communication and the

individuals communicated with distinguish the basic
differences in these styles.

The bureaucrat communicates

frequently with top administrators, primarily the chief
fiscal and academic officer.

Communication with other staff

is usually indirect through intermediaries.

The bureaucrat

is seen as personally remote by the faculty and fellow
administrators.

The intellectual is in frequent

communication with faculty, for intellectual presidents have
most often risen from the ranks of the faculty; thus they
closely identify with the faculty.

The intellectual is
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typically not in frequent communication with potential
donors.

The egalitarian president communicates more often

than do the other presidential types with a wider range of
people,

faculty, staff and students.

Due to the level of

communication with such a wide variety of groups, the
egalitarian president often presents a frenetic lifestyle
that suggests that egalitarian presidents have difficulty in
establishing priorities.
as being nonauthoritarian.

Egalitarians are viewed by others
The most distinctive feature

of

the counselor is the preference for dealing with others by
means of personal conversations and informal style.
Counselor presidents are more likely to be older and to have
been in office longer than any of the other three styles.
They give the impression of a comfortable parental figure.

Presidential Roles
Boapimp (1984) surveyed 121 board members and 119
faculty at 26 colleges in 24 states to examine the
leadership behavior of presidents in selected rural two-year
colleges.

His results indicated that the college president

was in a position of high role conflict.

Using a Likert

scale, Cote (1984) designed the "Presidential Roles Profile"
which contains the names and descriptions of twenty roles
the college president is likely to be expected to fulfill.
Cote's scale consisted of the following twenty roles college
presidents may be expected to perform: public relations
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specialist/image builder, financial manager, student
liaison/mentor, marketer/salesperson, fund raiser, labor
relations specialist, academic planner/innovator,
administrator/executive, symbol/ceremonial official,
consensus builder/mediator, community leader, trustee
rapport builder/advisor, government liaison/resource
stimulator, visionary/long-range planner, scholar/teacher,
physical plant/property overseer, alumni liaison/motivator,
faculty advocate, educational advocate and
interinstitutional diplomat.

The "Presidential Roles

Profile" was mailed to 229 presidents and chairpersons of
trustees with a response rate of 91%.

Cote's study results

suggested presidents and chairpersons of the board share a
very high level of overall consensus about the relative
importance of roles.
Fleming {1986) expanded the examination of the
presidential role by not only assessing how the president
and the chairperson viewed the presidential role, but also
the perspective of the academic dean.

Using the

"Presidential Roles Profile" developed by Cote, Fleming
mailed 213 questionnaires to Christian colleges and received
a response rate of 92%.

He found that presidents and

chairpersons were in consensus regarding all but one of the
twenty roles on the questionnaire; however, the president
and academic dean had significant differences on eight roles
in the rating.

The study emphasized the importance of
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clearly defined and communicated role expectations.
Fleming's results suggested that even between the roles of
president and academic dean, where one may think more
consensus might exist, that role ambiguity is present.
Using Fiedler's Contingency Model of Leadership
Effectiveness, Hall (1983) interviewed seven community
college presidents and surveyed members of their respective
boards and cabinet members to examine presidential
leadership styles relevant to group situations.

Hall found

in general that presidents displayed leadership styles
favoring moderate job orientation with only one president
portraying highly human relations oriented leadership style.
Beeson (1988) surveyed 11 Bible colleges and seven
small Protestant church-related colleges to examine faculty
and governing board member's perceptions and expectations of
leadership behavior.

Using the Leadership Behavior

Description Questionnaire (LBDQ), Beeson found the faculty
and board members of both types of institutions surveyed
cited higher expectations of the president's leadership
style than they perceived the president manifested.

Building_an_Effectlve Presidency
Fisher, Tack, and wheeler (1988) identified eight
characteristics that effective college presidents use in
their management and leadership style.

They found that

effective presidents value the respect of others, believe in
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the work ethic, take risks, d on’t rely on consensus, support
merit pay, support creative dissonance, support
organizational flexibility, and they don't speak
spontaneously.
Fretwell (1988) stated, "If the president's role could
be summarized in a single sentence, we might say that it
involves actively putting ideas, people and other resources
together to reach clearly defined goals" (p. 60).
Fretwell believed that to build a successful presidency it
is necessary to have a superb sense of timing and a
realization that sometimes people respond not so much to
objective facts but rather to their perceptions of what is
happening.

The president must relate to everybody but

belong to nobody.

Fretwell (1988) identified four major

pitfalls that a college president should work to avoid;
taking oneself too seriously, not taking the presidency
seriously enough, overreacting to small concerns or failing
to defend the institution on big issues, and becoming
overcome by fatigue, boredom or maintaining a balanced view
of life.
Green (1981) identified critical characteristics needed
for college presidents in independent higher education in
the 1980s.

The major concern of college presidents in

independent higher education was fund raising by a ratio of
two to one over other functions.

The major constituencies

with whom a college president should spend time with are
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senior administrators, trustees, and donors.

Leadership

styles that were important for the president to be
successful were being able to act as a catalyst and manager
with the optimum term of office being ten years.
With the college president serving in the functions of
a fundraiser, a politician, a soothsayer and a problem
solver there exists much potential for the president to
experience stress and perhaps ultimately burnout.

Shuler

(1981) studied situations contributing to stress experienced
by community college presidents and identified the seven
factors listed below.
1.

Pressures resulting from critical schedules and
deadlines.

2.

Multiplicity and rapidness at which changes must
occur.

3.

The inability to minimize available time to
accomplish task.

4.

The fear of failure.

5.

The uncertainty of future career and life choices.

6.

The absence of clearly defined job descriptions or
role definitions that are understood and accepted
by those in authority.

7.

The personal feeling of being unfilled, but not
knowing what to do about such feelings.

Vaughan (1982) acknowledged that the concept of
presidential burnout was not accepted by everyone.

Burnout

may be used as an excuse for not remaining vitally involved
in one's position.

However, Vaughan did identify a lack of

enthusiasm for one's position, being less tolerant of
others, a sense of monotony on the job, loss of creative
drive, cynicism toward work and life in general, a sense of
being hyperactive and tiring more easily than in the past,
as being symptoms of presidential burnout.

To counteract

burnout Vaughan recommended that the president not
personalize the position too much, learn to accept the
things that cannot be changed, take and enjoy a vacation,
keep things in proper perspective, not procrastinate, learn
to say no, and even change positions.

Vaughan believed the

president even has the responsibility of demonstrating
sensitivity to burnout regarding employees across campus.
If the president is to serve as the educational leader
on campus and thereby be responsible for setting the
tone and pace of the college, a sensitivity to the
possibility of burnout among all members of the college
community may be a prerequisite for effective
leadership (p. 13).
How can presidents and boards best communicate
regarding role expectations so there can be clearer
understanding of the part each plays in the life of the
institution?

Gade,

(1989) stated;

New presidents almost always enter into the job with
but scant knowledge of how boards in general actually
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function, and even less understanding of the dynamics
of their particular board.

When asked what surprised

them, many new presidents say, "The Board. I thought I
understood it, but I didn't" (p. 14).
Parnell and Rivera (1991) believed the president's
contract represented the best starting point to began to
define role expectations.

"Probably the most important

aspect of a written CEO contract is the opportunity it
provides to establish, up front, the nature and scope of the
board's expectations, and for the CEO to set forth his/her
expectations for the board" (p. 7).

Parnell viewed the

contract for the president as benefiting the board
threefold.

The board knows more fully exactly what they can

expect to receive; the basic goals shared by the board and
the president will be enhanced, and accountability will be
easier to measure at the time of evaluation.

From the

president's perspective, the contract is the only real
employment security protection a college chief executive
enjoys.
Gade (1989), writing on the presidential-trustee
relationship, stressed the importance of learning as much as
possible about the institution prior to accepting a
presidential appointment, for even board members may not
know what troubles the institution is experiencing.

Gade

presented three rules for president-trustee relationships.
First, no surprises— 'neithe r the board nor the president
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should ever take the other by surprise, especially not in
public and particularly not in the newspapers.
should support each other at least in public.

Second, they
The

institution will always lose when internal battles are put
on public display.

Third, communication between the

president and board is essential for the effective
management of the institution.

Herron (1969) believed the

major role of the president was communicating information to
the board concerning the total college program. He did not
believe the president should follow a practice of shielding
the board from unpleasant information.
Gade (1989) believed it was the responsibility of the
board to offer the incoming president a clear sense of
direction concerning where the board wishes the college to
go.

The board should be willing to delineate in a clearly

written statement the direction of the institution they
expect in the coming three to four years.

In turn, Gade

offered several obligations the president owes the board.
First, the president should ensure appropriate education,
orientation and training for the job roles the trustees will
be expected to fulfill.

The institution should provide

ongoing communication to board members through the
president's office.

When the organizational structure

permits, the president should help in building the board and
structuring it for effective performance.

The president

should establish a close working relationship with the
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board, especially with the board chair.
The president must be willing to act with absolute
integrity.

Gade (1989) believed the most essential

characteristic of a trustee is commitment, with integrity
being the most essential characteristic for the president.
Eble (1988) viewed the president as having the
responsibility of being the moral center of the campus.

The

president must not only convince the public of the
institution's worth but must declare and define the
educational values of the institution to the educational
community.
Kauffman (1989) offered 13 factors contributing to the
success of the president.
1.

The president must empower leadership in others as well

as assume it for himself.
2.

A clear sense of vision for the institution must be

articulated by the president.
3.

Quality must be emphasized in the management of the

institution.
4. The president must provide through personal action a good
example of stewardship and protect the integrity of the
institution.
5. Expectations of existing staff must be clearly defined by
the president, especially if there are "untouchables" on the
staff due to special relationships with the board.
6.

The governing board should never be taken for granted.
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Find out how long the current chair will serve and who is in
line to succeed him or her.
7.

Pay attention to political allegiances that need to be

established or maintained.
8.

Establish budget priorities and initiatives paying

particular attention to what and how money is spent for it
sends a signal of what the president values.
9.

Be careful that your time is managed wisely for it is

very easy to become overextended.
10.

Be wary of living on-campus in the presidential manor.

If it is necessary to live on campus invest in an off-campus
getaway.
11.

Be yourself.

Do not succumb to the pressure to become

something you are not.
12.

Take charge of everything but do not overact.

13.

Begin to plan how you intend on leaving the office of

the president the day you enter the position.

Summary
A college president must realize the academic community
has entrusted to the president the professional hopes and
aspirations of the campus community.

In order to actualize

these hopes and aspirations, the effective college president
is obliged to play a variety of multifaceted roles on the
college campus.

Many different constituencies are

constantly vying for attention and consideration.

Each of

these constituencies may be exerting pressures on the
president as a result of differing opinions of how the
president should be fulfilling obligations.

By reviewing

the basic concepts of role theory, the literature has
documented the importance of having clear expectations
particularly for those in positions where a multitude of
complex roles are performed,

clarity and predictability of

roles will help reduce role conflict, role ambiguity and
role frustration, thus increasing job satisfaction a college
president may experience.

CHAPTER 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to assess role ambiguity,
role conflict, role frustration and job satisfaction of
selected private college presidents in the Southeastern
United states that are accredited by the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools.

Chapter 3 describes

the population, sampling method, design of the study,
instrumentation, the pilot study and the type of data
analysis that was used.

Population
The population of the study was presidents of private
colleges in the Southeast where enrollments are less than
2,500 students.

The Southern Association of Colleges and

Schools (SACS) does not make a distinction in size of its
member institutions based on enrollment figures.

SACS does

classify institutions by Levels I, II, III, IV, V and VI
based on the highest degree offered by an institution.

This

researcher was interested in gathering data from presidents
who are employed at four-year institutions that are private
in governmental structure and are relatively small in size.
Consequently institutions that fit the criteria for
selection in the study were drawn from all six
classification levels with the exception of Level I, because
54
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this level represents those institutions that offer only the
Associate’s Degree.

Sample
In July, 1992 a member list was requested and
subsequently obtained from the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools (SACS) Decatur, Georgia.

From the

member list, institutions were selected that fit the
criteria for the study. These institutions were four-year,
private institutions having an enrollment of less than 2,500
students.

A total of 239 institutions meeting these

criteria are in the 11 Southeastern states included in the
study.

institutions that were in the extraterritorial

jurisdiction of SACS or institutions that were candidates
for accreditation were not included in the survey sample.
The names, addresses and enrollments of each institution by
state, along with the name of the chief executive as of
July, 1992 are listed in Appendix A.

Design
This study was correlational in design.
(1989)

Borg and Gall

stated "In relationship research the emphasis is on

developing an understanding of cause-and-effect patterns
among variables" (p. 572).

The variables of role ambiguity,

role conflict, role frustration and job satisfaction were
correlated.

Selected demographic variables consisting of
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age, sex, race, number of years president at current
institution, age at the time of presidential appointment, if
current presidency is the first presidency, total number of
years a college president, total years of educational
administrative experience, undergraduate major, graduate
major, highest degree earned and the institutions religious
affiliation were also analyzed.

Instrument Development
Drawing upon the existing literature on role
ambiguity, role conflict, role frustration and job
satisfaction, Part I of the preliminary questionnaire was
developed by the researcher and consisted of 75 Likert-type
items designed to measure role ambiguity, role conflict,
role frustration and job satisfaction (Appendix B ) .
Role Ambiguity Scale— Nineteen items (1, 5, 7, 11, 13,
17, IB, 23, 24, 27, 30, 35, 37, 40, 44, 48, 50, 54, and 61)
were designed to measure role ambiguity.

Drawing upon

Price and Mueller’s (1986) discussion on role ambiguity
(including the work of Beehr, Lyons, and Rizzo, 1970), items
1, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 18, 23, 27, 30, 35, and 37 were
developed.

Items 40, 44, 48, 50, 54, and 61 were developed

based on the work of Jayaratne and Chang (1991), Adduci
(1990), Chang and Goldman (1990) and McGrath (1976).
Role Conflict Scale— Role conflict was measured by 11
items (4, 10, 16, 21, 29, 41, 45, 59, 66, 70, and 73).
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These items were developed based on the work of Deluga and
Winters (1990), Haney and Long (1989), Rizzo, House and
Lirtzman (1970), Bates (1968), Kahn et al.

(1964), Bertrand

(1972), Watkins (1989), McGrath (1976), and Selman (1990).
Role Frustration Scale— Based on the work of Sherman,
Bohander and Chruder (1988), Haney and Long (1989),
Singleton (1987), Deluga and Winters (1990), Shuler (1981),
Vaughan (1982), Kahn et al.

(1964), and McGrath (1976) 15

items were developed to measure role frustration (items 2,
8, 14, 20, 26, 32, 33, 36, 39, 43, 47, 52, 55, 57, and 75).
Job Satisfaction Scale-Thirty items were developed to
measure job satisfaction.

Using the descriptors that Astin

and

Scherrei (1980) developed as guides, items 3,

15,

19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, and 38 were developed by the

researcher.

6, 9, 12,

Additionally the researcher developed items 42,

46,

49, 51, 53, 56, 58, 60, 62, 63, 64, 65, 67, 68, 69, 71,

72,

and 74 based on the work of Stretcher (1989),

Sherman,

Bohlander and Chruden (1988), Kauffman (1989), Fretwell
(1988), Vaughan (1982), Locke (1976) and Kahn et al.

(1964).

Part II of the preliminary questionnaire consisted of
eleven demographic questions.

The demographic questions

addressed current age, age when appointed president at
current institution, sex, race, number of years president at
current institution, total years as a college president,
recency of presidency, years of educational administrative
experience, undergraduate and graduate majors, and religious
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affiliation of the institution.
Content Validity
The primary way to determine content validity is
through the use of expert judgement— having individuals who
are familiar with the content area of the research review
and evaluate the items (DeVillis,

1991).

Content validity

was established through review, by a three member panel.
The panel members consisted of Dr. Brad Crain, who holds the
Ph.D. degree from Harvard University, and has served as
President of Lees-McRae College for over eight years; Dr.
Larry Keeter, who holds the Ph.D. degree from Boston
University and is a Professor of Sociology, having taught at
Appalachian State for twenty-one years; and Dr. Mike Wise,
who holds the Ph.D.

from North Carolina state University and

is Professor of Sociology and Social Work at Appalachian
State University.
questionnaire.

Each panelist was provided a copy of the

The task of the panelist was to review the

definition of each concept, review each item as written, and
designate if he believed the item was measuring role
ambiguity, role conflict, role frustration or job
satisfaction.

The original 75 item instrument, composed by

the researcher, consisted of 19 items designed to measure
role ambiguity,

11 items designed to measure role conflict,

15 items designed to measure role frustration and 30 items
designed to measure job satisfaction.

When the work of the

panel was analyzed it was determined by the researcher that
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any item which resulted in 75% (three of four) agreement of
the panel, inclusive of the researcher; would be deemed a
valid measure of the content.

Using the procedure stated

above resulted in 55 of the original 75 items falling within
the 75% agreement range.

Using the 75% guideline, items 1,

5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 18, 24, 27, 30, 32, 37, 44, 48, 50, 55,
and 61 were deemed measures of role ambiguity.

Items 4, 14,

20, 21, 29, 41, 45, 59, 70, and 73 were deemed measures of
role conflict.

Items 8, 39, 52, and 75 were deemed measures

of role frustration.

Items 6, 9, 15, 22, 25, 28, 33, 38,

46, 47, 49, 51, 53, 56, 60, 62, 63, 64, 67, 68, 69, 71, 72,
and 74 were deemed measures of job satisfaction.

Pilot Study
Concurrently with the work of the expert review panel,
a simple random sample was drawn using a table of random
numbers (Borg & Gall, p. 910, 1989) of college presidents
fitting the parameters of the intended survey population.
The college presidents were selected from the member list of
the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
(Appendix C ) .

Of the 304 institutions represented in the

North Central Association of Colleges and Schools, 150
presidents were mailed the original seventy-five item
questionnaire (Appendix B) with a cover letter (Appendix D) .
Eighty-two useable questionnaires were returned for a
response rate of 55%.
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Questions 2, 4, 10, 14, 20, 21, 32, 33, 41, 42, 43, 45,
52, 53, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 61, 62, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73,
and 75 were reverse coded due to the wording of these items.
The items that had been deemed valid content measures by the
review panel were used to establish reliability of the
instrument.

Cronbach's Alpha was computed on each of the

four scales (Table 1).

Table 1
Pilot studv_Reliability Coefficients for Role Ambiguity.
Role Conflict. Role Frustration and Job Satisfaction Scales

Cronbach's Alpha

Role Ambiguity

.90

Role Conflict

Role Frustration .74

.75

Job Satisfaction .79

Using the reliability coefficient obtained on each
individual item as well as the overall scale, items were
dropped to yield the highest possible alpha.

This process

of elimination eventually resulted in the scales of role
ambiguity being comprised of eight items, role conflicteight items, role frustration-five items, and job
satisfaction-16 items.

The original questionnaire of 75

items was recomposed into 37 items.

Minor modifications
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were made in the wording of questions 69, 71, and 72 from
the original questionnaire since these questions were
included in the redesigned questionnaire.

The only other

modification in the original questionnaire was made in Fart
IZ Demographic Data.

Question 11 pertaining to highest

degree earned was added.

This question was not included in

the pilot survey questionnaire.
The revised questionnaire (Appendix E) was mailed

to

the intended survey population of college presidents located
within the jurisdiction of the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools whose institutions consist of
enrollments fewer than 2,500 students and whose governmental
structure is private.

A total of 145 questionnaires were

returned for a response rate of 61%.

One hundred forty one

of the questionnaires were usable.
Using Cronbach's alpha, reliability coefficients were
computed for the role ambiguity, role conflict, role
frustration and job satisfaction scales.

These

reliabilities are presented in Chapter 4 as Table 3 (p.71).
Correlations using Pearsons Product Moment were computed
between role ambiguity and role conflict, role conflict and
role frustration, as well as role ambiguity, role conflict,
role frustration and job satisfaction.

Multiple regression

analysis was used to produce correlation coefficients
between selected demographic variables and role ambiguity,
role frustration, role conflict and job satisfaction.
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Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the data.
Measures of central tendency that were computed included the
mean or median, as appropriate.

The measure of variability

that was computed was the standard deviation.
Correlations were computed to test Hypotheses 1 through 6.
Hypotheses 7, 8, 9, and 10 were tested using multiple linear
regression to compute correlations to determine if a
significant relationship existed between the surveyed
demographic variables of age, race, number of years
president at current institution, age at the time of
presidential appointment, if current presidency is the first
presidency, total years of educational administrative
experience, and role ambiguity, role conflict, role
frustration and job satisfaction.

summary
Chapter 3 presented the methods and procedures used in
the study.

The population of the study was college

presidents in the Southeastern United States who are serving
at institutions that are private in governmental structure
with enrollment less than 2500 students.

The study was

correlational in design with the purpose being to assess
role ambiguity, role conflict, role frustration and job
satisfaction.

Drawing upon the existing literature on role

theory, an instrument was developed consisting of 75 items
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(Part 1).

A three member panel of experts were used to

determine content validity of the instrument.

Part II of

the instrument consisted of ten demographic variables.
A random sample of 150 college presidents was selected
from the member list of the North Central Association of
Colleges and Schools.
pilot study.

They served as the sample for the

The pilot study mailing of 150 yielded a

response rate of 55%.

Cronbach's Alpha was used to compute

reliability coefficients for each of the four scales.

Using

the reliability coefficient obtained on each individual item
as well as the overall scale, items were dropped to yield
the highest alpha possible.

The instrument was modified

from the original 75 items to 37 items.

The revised

questionnaire, mailed to the survey population of 239
college presidents, yielded a return of 145 questionnaires,
for a response rate of 61%.

one hundred forty one of the

questionnaires were usable.

Correlations using Pearsons

Product Moment were computed between role ambiguity and role
conflict, role conflict and role frustration, as well as
role ambiguity, role conflict, role frustration and job
satisfaction.
Chapter 4 presents the results of the 141 college
presidents who responded to the survey.

CHAPTER 4
Results
Introduction
The purpose of the study was to assess the relationship
between perceived role ambiguity, role conflict, role
frustration and job satisfaction of selected private college
presidents in the southeastern United States.

The design of

the study was correlational.
Questionnaires, with a cover letter, were mailed to 239
college presidents in the Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools where the governmental structure was private and
enrollments were less than 2500 students (Appendix E & F ) .
A total of 145 questionnaires were returned which resulted
in a response rate of 61%.
A summary of basic demographic data of the respondents
which includes age, age appointed president of current
institution, years president at current institution, total
years a college president, and educational administrative
experience is presented in Table 2.

Additional demographic

data is provided in the Appendices; undergraduate major,
Appendix G; graduate major, Appendix H; religious
affiliation of surveyed institutions, Appendix I; age
appointed president, Appendix J; and years of educational
administrative experience, Appendix K.

The gender of the

respondents was 93.6% male and 5% female, with 1.4% of the
respondents not providing data on gender.
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The race of the
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respondents was 88.5% Caucasian, 10.9% African American and
.6% other.
Table 2
Means and Standard Deviations for
college Presidents-Demographic Data Summary

Demographic
Variable

M

sd

Age Presently

55.49

8.55

Age Appointed
President of
Current Institution

46.48

8.18

Years President at
Current Institution

9.06

7.01

Total Years a
College President

11.20

8.13

Educational
Administrative Experience

20.49

9.92

The highest degree earned by college presidents is
presented in Figure 1.

Seventy two percent of college

presidents in the study possess the PhD or EdD degree.

Of

the presidents surveyed, 78% of the respondents reported a
religious affiliation for their institution.

This may help

explain why the DMin was represented by 11.3% of the
respondents.
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FIGURE 1
College Presidents

Highest Degree Earned (N = 138)
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The mean age appointed president of the respondents
institution was 46.48 years, yet Figure 2 clearly
illustrates the wide range of ages of presidents when
appointed.

Although 79% of the presidents were appointed

before they were 54 years old, only 25% were appointed by
age 40.
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FIGURE 2
Aae Appointed President of Current Institution (K=139)
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Demographic Data
The 11 different demographic items that were requested
from each respondent were age, sex, age appointed president
at their current institution, number of years president at
their current institution, current presidency their first
presidency, years of educational administrative experience,
undergraduate major, graduate major, religious affiliation
of their institution, race and highest degree earned.

A

summary of selected demographic items is presented in Table

2.
Sex and Race
It is obvious, at least from this sample, that the
position of small private college president in the
Southeastern United States is held primarily by white males.
Only 5% of the respondents were women; 10.9% were African
American and .6 % other.

Age Presently of Respondents
The median present age of the respondents was 57.0
years.

However the present age ranged from 34 to 79.

Forty-nine percent of the college presidents were less than
57 years old.

Age Appointed President of Current Institution
The median age appointed president of the current
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institution was 46.0.

The youngest appointed president was

26 years old with the oldest being 71.

Eighty-four percent

of the respondents had been appointed president prior to 55
years of age.

Ten percent of the respondents had been

appointed president prior to 37 years of age.

Years President at Current Institution
The median years president at their current institution
was 8.0 years.

Thirty-three percent of the respondents had

been president less than six years.

Five respondents had

served as president 25 years or more at their current
institution.

Total Years A College President
The mean years as a college president was 11.2 years.
Total years a college president represents presidents who
had been a president at more than one institution, as well
as first time presidents.

Only 28 of the 141 presidents in

this survey had served as president at more than one
institution.

Years of Educational Administrative Experience
The median years of educational administrative
experience was 20 years.

Eight percent of the respondents

had five or less years of educational administrative
experience.

Twenty-four percent of the respondents had 25
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or more years of administrative experience.

Undergraduate Major
Respondents reported 27 different undergraduate majors.
However, only three majors accounted for 48.9% of the
majors.

These were history (19.9%), English,

(18.4%) and

religion (9.2%).

Graduate Major
Twenty-nine different graduate majors were reported by
the respondents.

Higher education administration was the

most frequently reported major (24.1%).

It along with three

others: religion/theology (22%), history (7.1%), and English
(6.4%) represented 60.9% of the majors.

Religious Affiliation of the Institution
Sixteen different religious affiliations were reported
in the study.

Baptist (22.7%), Methodist (16.3%), and

Presbyterian (12.8%), represented 51.8% of the total
reported.

No religious affiliation of the institution was

reported by 17.7% of the respondents.

Highest Degree Earned
Eight different degrees were reported as the highest
degree earned.

Two degrees the PhD (58.7%) and the EdD
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(13.8%) accounted for 72.5% of the reported degrees.

A

master's degree or less was held by 9.9% of the respondents.

Scale and Instrument Reliability
To establish scale and instrument reliability,
Cronbach's Alpha was computed for each scale.

The

reliability coefficients for the Role Ambiguity, Role
Conflict, Role Frustration and Job Satisfaction scales are
presented in Table 3.
Table 3
Scale Reliability Coefficients-Role Conflict. Role
Ambiguity. Role Frustration, and Job Satisfaction

Cronbach's Alpha

Role Ambiguity

,89

Role Conflict

.79

Role Frustration

.79

Job Satisfaction .84

The mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum
scores for the role ambiguity, role conflict, role
frustration and job satisfaction scales are reported in
Table 4.

The difference in the minimum and maximum scores

for the role ambiguity and the role conflict scales could
range from 8 to 48.

The difference in the minimum and
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maximum scores for the role frustration scale, could range
from 5 to 30.

The difference in the minimum and maximum

scores for the job satisfaction scale, could range from 16
to 96.

Of the four scales, it would appear that the

respondents experience higher role conflict and role
frustration than role ambiguity.

Yet, respondents seem very

pleased with their level of job satisfaction.

When the job

satisfaction scale was computed items l, 9, 16, 20, 21, 23,
27, 29, and 31 of the job satisfaction scale were recoded
since the original questions were written so that a positive
score represented job dissatisfaction.

Recoding these scale

items produced the desired measure of job satisfaction
instead of a job dissatisfaction scale.

Table 4
Role Ambiguity. Role Conflict. Role Frustration and Job
Satisfaction Scales-Mean. Standard Deviation. Minimum, and
Maximum Score.

SB

Hill

MS

Scale Range

Role Ambiguity

18.66

6.43

8.00

43.00

8-48

Role Conflict

29.47

6.26

15.00

45.00

8-48

Role Frustration

19.20

4,87

5.00

30.00

5-30

Job Satisfaction

78.02

9.37

51.00

94.00

16-96
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Summary of Item Responses
A detailed summary of the responses to each item
contained in the questionnaire is provided in Appendix L.
However, each of the individual scales, role ambiguity, role
conflict, role frustration and job satisfaction are
discussed below to highlight the data obtained.
Representative items are presented from each scale for
analysis.
Role ftffifrj..quj.ty
Clarity and predictability are two elements that
are needed to reduce role ambiguity (Kahn et al., 1964).
Using clarity and predictability as a foundation, and based
on the work of McGrath (1976), Chang & Goldman (1990), and
Adduci (1990), role ambiguity was assessed by items 2, 6,
10, 11, 14, 15, 22, and 30.

These items were formulated to

assess clarity of rules and regulations, clarity of goals
and objectives, clarity of what others expect of the role
incumbent, and expectations of the Board of Trustees, but
particularly the Chairperson of the Board.
Clarity of Rules and Regulations— A total of 92.2% of
the respondents either strongly agreed (30.3%), agreed
(44.7 %), or mildly agreed (17%) that the policies and the
various rules and regulations of the college that impacted
their job were clearly defined.
Clarity of Goals and Objectives— A total of 83.3% of
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the respondents either strongly agreed (17.4%), agreed
(46,4%) or mildly agreed (19.6%) that there are clearly
planned goals and objectives for their job.
Clarity of What others Expect of the Role Incumbent— A
total of 83.7% of the respondents either strongly agreed
(12.1%), agreed (52.5%), or mildly agreed (19.1%) that they
were clear on what others expect of them in the performance
of their duties.
Expectations of the Board of Trustees— A total of
84.7% of the respondents either strongly agreed (27%),
agreed (42.3%), or mildly agreed (15.3%) that they always
know what the Chairperson of the Board of Trustees expects
of them.

Only 4.3% disagreed and 2.1% strongly disagreed

that the Board of Trustees is unclear in expressing their
expectations of the president.
Role Conflict
Role conflict was assessed by questions 4, 7, 8, 12,
18, 19 26, and 36.

Based on the work of Rizzo, House, and

Lirtzman (1970), Kahn et al.

(1964), Deluga and Winters

(1990), Haney and Long (1989), and Bates (1968), the items
were developed to measure role conflicts relative to
conflicts of time, conflicts of quality, conflicts of
differing constituencies, and conflicts of resources.
Conflicts of Time— A total of 58.2% of the respondents
either strongly agreed (4.3%), agreed (24.1%), or mildly
agreed (29.8%) that too much of their time was taken up with
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phone calls and/or office appointments.

However, a total of

47.8% of the respondents either strongly agreed (.7%),
agreed (18.4%) or mildly agreed (27.7%) that they did not
have difficulty in dividing their time effectively.
Conflict of Quality— A total of 62.1% of the
respondents either strongly agreed (7.1%), agreed (22.7%),
or mildly agreed (31.9%) that the quality of their work
suffered due to the daily demands on their time.
Conflicts of Differing Constituencies— A total of
53.6% of the respondents either strongly agreed (9.4%),
agreed (15.2%), or mildly agreed (29%) that they were torn
between different constituencies, i.e. faculty, staff,
students, alumni and donors, with whom they work.
Conflict of resources— A total of 87% of the
respondents either strongly agreed (16.7%), agreed (41.3%),
or mildly agreed (29%) that they often have to dedicate
resources on campus to one area at the expense of another
area.
Role Frustration
Role frustration was assessed by questions 3, 5, 17,
24, and 37 on the instrument.

Drawing on the work of Haney

& Long (1989), Singleton (1987), Deluga & Winters (1990),
Shuler (1981), Vaughan (1982), Kahn et al.

(1964) and

McGrath (1976), the items were based on the constructs of
adequate time, multiplicity of roles, and daily
accomplishments.
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Adequate Time— A total of 24.8% of the respondents
either strongly agreed (5.7%) or agreed (19.1%) that they
had adequate time to accomplish daily tasks that are
required of them.

A total of only 20.6% of the

respondents, strongly agreed (4.3%) or agreed (16.3%) that
they have sufficient time to think, reflect and contemplate
on the life

and direction of the college.

Multiplicity of Roles—

A total of 70% of the

respondents, mildly disagree (32.1%), disagree (27%)

or

strongly disagree (10.9%) that they never feel frustrated
with the many roles they are expected to perform.
Daily Accomplishment--A total of 68.8%

of the

respondents, strongly agreed (8.5%), agreed (29.1%) or
mildly agreed (31.2%) that they often could not accomplish
what they desire each day.
Job Satisfaction
The job satisfaction scale of the instrument consisted
of questions 1, 9, 13, 16, 20, 21, 23, 25, 27, 28, 29, 31,
32, 33, 34, and 35, for a total of 16 items (Appendix L) .
Based on the review of the literature, Locke, 1976; Kahn et.
al., 1964; Sherman, Bohlander, and Chruden, 1988; and
Stretcher, 1989) the majority of questions were built upon
specific constructs of compensation, variety, influence,
prestige, congenial work relationships, mental challenge,
and general job satisfaction with the current position.
Compensation— A total of 81.6% of the respondents
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either strongly agreed (34.8%) or agreed (46.8%) that they
were satisfied with their level of compensation.
Variety— A total of 77.4 % of the respondents either
strongly agreed (30.7%) or agreed (46.7%) that they were
satisfied with the wide variety of activities they perform
in their position.
Influence— A total of 77.5% of the respondents either
strongly agreed (18.1%) or agreed (59.4%) that they were
satisfied with their amount of influence on their campus.
Prestige— A total of

60.7% of the respondents either

strongly agreed (13.6%) or agreed (47.1%) they enjoyed the
prestige of being a college president.
Congenial Work Relationships— A total of 92.8% of the
respondents either strongly agreed (39.1%) or agreed
(52.8%) that congenial work relationships were valued at
their institution.
Mental Challenge— A total of 78.7% of the respondents
either strongly agreed (34%) or agreed (44.7%) they were
mentally challenged daily by the duties of the presidency.
General Job Satisfaction— Only 5.7% of the respondents
either strongly agreed (1.4 %) or agreed (4.3 %) they would
like a better job than the one they currently hold.
Even though the overall picture of job satisfaction
would appear to be very positive for the overwhelming
majority of the respondents, two questions that were asked
pertaining to consideration of resignation and one question
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pertaining to health, provide additional insight.

A total

of 30.9% of the respondents either strongly agree (6.5%),
agreed (12.2%) or mildly agree (12.2%) that they had
considered resignation of their presidency within the past
one to six months.

Additionally, a total of 32.8% of the

respondents either strongly agreed (5.8%), agreed (18.2%),
or mildly agreed (8.8%) they had considered resignation of
their presidency within the past six months to a year.
A more discreet measure of job satisfaction may be the
statement pertaining to physical health.

A total of 48.9%

of the respondents either strongly agreed (8.5%), agreed
(18.4%) or mildly agreed (22%) that their physical health
had been adversely affected by the pressures of the
presidency.

Hypotheses
Each hypothesis of the study is restated below. The
level of significance was established at a = .05.

A summary

of correlation coefficients are presented in the correlation
matrix Table 5.
Hypothesis 1:

College presidents who experience role

ambiguity will experience role conflict, i.e., role
ambiguity will be significantly related to role conflict.
Pearson Product Moment correlation of .22 was calculated
between role ambiguity and role conflict.

The correlation

was significant at the .05 level, therefore the null

A

hypothesis was rejected.

Role ambiguity was significantly

related to role conflict in this study.

Those with more

role ambiguity also felt more role conflict.
Table 5
Correlation Matrix-Role Ambiguity (RA1. Role Conflict (RC).
Role Frustration (RF) and J ob Satisfaction (JS).

Correlations:
RA

RC

RA

RF

JS

1.00
( o )

RC

.22*
(131)

RF

JS

1.00
(0)

.23*

.67*

(132)

(135)

-.46*
(119)

-.43*
(122)

1.00
(0)
-.43*
(122)

1.00
( 0 )

* p < .05

Note:

Numbers in parenthesis represent the number of pairs

of observations that were correlated.

Hypothesis 2:

Role conflict of college presidents will be

significantly related to role frustration.

A Pearson

Product Moment correlation of .67 was calculated between
role conflict and role frustration.

The correlation was

significant at the .05 level, therefore the null hypothesis
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was rejected.

Role ambiguity was significantly related to

role frustration in this study.

Those who felt more role

conflict also felt more role frustration.

Hypothesis 3:

Role ambiguity will be significantly related

to job satisfaction.

A Pearson Product Moment correlation

of -.46 was calculated between role ambiguity and job
satisfaction.

The correlation was significant at the .05

level, therefore the null hypothesis was rejected.
Role ambiguity was significantly, but inversely, related to
job satisfaction in this study.

Those who felt higher

levels of role ambiguity were less satisfied with their job.

Hypothesis 4:

Role ambiguity will be significantly related

to role frustration.

A Pearson Product Moment correlation

of .2274 was calculated between role ambiguity and role
frustration.

The correlation was significant at the .05

level, therefore the null hypothesis was rejected.

Role

ambiguity was significantly related to role frustration.
Those who felt higher levels of role ambiguity also felt
more role frustration.

Hypothesis 5:

Role conflict

to job satisfaction.

will be significantly related

A Pearson Product Moment correlation

of -.4338 was calculated between role conflict and job
satisfaction.

The correlation is significant at the .05
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level, therefore the null hypothesis was rejected.

Role

conflict was significantly, but inversely, related to job
satisfaction in this study.

Those who had higher levels of

role conflict were less satisfied with their jobs.

Hypothesis 6:

Role frustration will be significantly

related to job satisfaction.

A Pearson Product Moment

correlation of -.4305 was calculated between role
frustration and job satisfaction.

The correlation was

significant at the .05 level, therefore the null hypothesis
was rejected.

Role frustration was significantly, but

inversely, related to job satisfaction in this study.

Those

who had higher levels of role frustration were less
satisfied with their job.

Hypothesis 7:

The demographic variables of age, race,

number of years president at current institution, age at the
time of presidential appointment, if current presidency is
the first presidency and total years of educational
administrative experience, will be significantly related to
reported role ambiguity.

None of the above demographic

variables in this study were found to be significant with
role ambiguity at the .05 level, therefore the null
hypothesis was rejected.
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Table 6
Multiple Regression of Role Ambiguity (RA). Role Conflict
(RC). Role Frustration (RF)and Job Satisfaction (JS) On the
Demographic Variables.

Role
Ambiguity
r

beta

Role
Conflict
r

Role
Job
Frustration Satisfaction

beta

r

beta

r

beta

Demographic
Variables
EDADEXP

.01

.00

.12

-.65

-.06

-.08

-.05

.16

-.12

-.68

.06
(131)

R Square =
Adjusted R

.07
.02

-.15

.09

-.06

.70

.00
(136)
.07
.03

-.02

.05

-.21

-.04

.08

-.04
(135)
.07
.03

.81

.16*

.17

-.07

-.07

(122)
-.23

.12

.87

(122)

(135)
.61

-.10

(121)

(135)
-.44

.00

(122)

-.25* -.26

.86

.09
(121)

(134)

(136)

(131)
AGEPRE

-.17*

.01

(135)

(135)

(131)
YRPRCUIN

-.49

(135)

(130)
CUPREFIR

.04

-.07
(134)

(136)

(131)
RACE

-.20

(135)

(130)
AGEAPPRE

-.18*

.21

-.01

-.95

(122)
.06
.01

EDADEXP=Educational Administrative Experience; AGEAPPRE=Age
Appointed President Current institution; RACE=Race
(l=minority; 0=nonminority); CUPREFIR=Is the Current
Presidency the First (1=1, 2=0); YRPRCUIN=Years President at
current Institution; AGEPRE=Aoe Presently.------------------*p <

.05
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Hypothesis 8:

The demographic variables of age, race,

number of years president at current institution, age at the
time of presidential appointment, if current presidency is
the first presidency, and total years of educational
administrative experience, will be significantly related to
role conflict.

The demographic variables of educational

administrative experience (r = -.18) and race (r = -.17)
were the only significant variables at the .05 level.
Minorities tended to feel less less role conflict.

The null

hypothesis was rejected since only two of the demographic
variables were significant.

Hypothesis 9:

(See Table 6).

The demographic variables of age, race,

number of years president at current institution, age at the
time of presidential appointment, if current presidency is
the first presidency, and total years of educational
administrative experience, will be significantly related to
role frustration.

Race was the only demographic variable

found to be significant with role frustration.

A

correlation of r = -.25 was calculated between role
frustration and race and was significant at the .05 level.
Minorities tended to feel less role frustration.

The null

hypothesis was rejected although only one of the demographic
variables was significantly related to role frustration in
this study (See Table 6).
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Hypothesis 10:

The demographic variables of age, race,

number of years president at current institution, age at the
time of presidential appointment, if current presidency is
the first presidency, and total years of educational
administrative experience, will be significantly related to
job satisfaction.

Race was the only demographic variable

found to be significant with job satisfaction (r = .16) at
the .05 level.

Therefore the null hypothesis was rejected

(See Table 6).
Summary
Using Pearson Product Moment Correlation, significant
correlations were found between the variables of role
ambiguity and role conflict (r = .2163), role ambiguity and
role frustration (r = .2274) role conflict and role
frustration (r = .6669), role ambiguity and job satisfaction
(r <= -.4644), role conflict and job satisfaction
(r » -.4338), role frustration and job satisfaction
(r= -.4305).

Of the demographic variables correlated; race

was correlated with role conflict (-.17), race with role
frustration (-.25), and race with job satisfaction (.16).
Educational administrative experience was correlated with
role conflict (-.18).

None of the demographic variables

were significantly correlated with role ambiguity.
College presidents in the study appeared to experience
less role ambiguity than role frustration and role conflict.
Even with presidents reporting role conflict and role

frustration as a concern, the presidents did not appear to
experience reduced job satisfaction.

Role conflict and role

frustration did not appear to have a detrimental effect on
the president's job satisfaction, even though the calculated
correlations clearly demonstrated a negative correlation.
This conclusion is made based on the means of the obtained
responses versus the possible scores for individual items
used to measure job satisfaction, i.e. the overall item mean
was 4.88 out of 6.

Respondents in the study seemed to be

satisfied with their position as college president.

CHAPTER 5
Conclusions
Introduction
If a college president is to be successful in the
leadership role of an institution of higher education, a
variety of knowledge and skills are needed.

Presidents are

obligated to play multifaceted roles in the performance of
their duties and are in constant demand (Flawn, 1990).

The

president must be adept in the management of people, as well
as provide visionary leadership, while identifying and
securing financial resources for the institution.

With the

multitude of roles a college president is expected to
perform, coupled with the complexity of the role, there
certainly exists the potential for a president to experience
role ambiguity, role conflict, and role frustration.

Merton

(1957), stated, "...frequent conflict between roles is
dysfunctional for the society as well as the individual" (p.
116).

However, role ambiguity, role conflict, and role

frustration are normal and present in all social systems
(Bertrand, 1972).

Yet, the literature suggests that the

role of the college president has become too ambiguous,
complex and demanding for an individual to perform for a
significant period of time (Leatherman, 1992).

To maximize

the success of the college president, it is important for
the p r e s i d e n t s role to be clearly defined (Kauffman, 1989;
Gade, 1989).

In the absence of clarity and predictability;
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role ambiguity, role conflict and role frustration may
possibly result in diminished job satisfaction.
The purpose of this study was to assess the
relationship between perceived role ambiguity, role
conflict, role frustration and job satisfaction of selected
private college presidents in the Southeastern United
States.

The theoretical framework of role theory was used

as the foundation of the study.

The concepts of role

ambiguity, role conflict and role frustration were reviewed,
as well as how job satisfaction may be influenced as a
result of these concepts.
The hypotheses of the study are stated below.
Hypothesis 1.

College presidents who experience role

ambiguity will experience role conflict, i.e., role
ambiguity will be significantly related to role conflict.

Hypothesis 2.

Role conflict of college presidents will be

significantly related to role frustration.

Hypothesis 3.

Role ambiguity will be significantly related

to job satisfaction.

Hypothesis 4.

Role ambiguity will be significantly related

to role frustration.
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Hypothesis 5.

Role conflict will be significantly related

to job satisfaction.

Hypothesis 6.

Role frustration will be significantly

related to job satisfaction.

Hypothesis 7.

The demographic variables of age, race,

number of years president at current institution, age at the
time of presidential appointment, if current presidency is
the first presidency, and total years of educational
administrative experience, will be significantly related to
reported role ambiguity.

Hypothesis 8.

The demographic variables of age, race,

number of years president at current institution, age at the
time of presidential appointment, if current presidency is
the first presidency, and total years of educational
administrative experience, will be significantly related to
reported role conflict.

Hypothesis 9.

The demographic variables of age, race,

number of years president at current institution, age at the
time of presidential appointment, if current presidency is
the first presidency, and total years of educational
administrative experience, will be significantly related to
reported role frustration.
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Hypothesis 10.

The demographic variables of age, race,

number of years president at current institution, age at the
time of presidential appointment, if current presidency is
the first presidency, total years of educational
administrative experience, will be significantly related to
reported job satisfaction.
The design of the study was correlational.

Drawing

upon the existing literature on role ambiguity, role
conflict, role frustration and job satisfaction a
questionnaire was developed by the researcher that consisted
of 37 items.

Demographic data relating to sex, race, age,

number of years president at current institution, age at the
time of presidential appointment, if current presidency is
the first presidency, total number of years a college
president, total years of educational administrative
experience, undergraduate major, the institution's religious
affiliation and highest degree earned by the president was
also requested.

The questionnaire was mailed to 239 college

presidents located within the jurisdiction of the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools whose institutions
consisted of enrollments of fewer than 2,500 students and
whose governmental structure is private.

A total of 141

usable questionnaires were returned for a response rate of
59%.

Descriptive statistics used to analyze the demographic

data were the mean, median and standard deviation.

Pearson

Product-Moment correlation and multiple regression were used
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to compute correlations to determine if significant
relationships existed in the stated hypotheses.

Profile of Presidents in the Study
A composite profile based on the data obtained from the
respondents creates a clear picture of the average college
president represented in the survey.

The typical president

at institutions that are private with enrollments fewer than
2500, represented in the Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools, is a white male possessing a terminal degree,
usually a PhD.

The degree will likely be in higher

education administration, religion/theology, history or
English.

The president will have served as president of his

current institution an average of nine years, with an
average overall educational administrative experience of
20.5 years.

He will be 55 years of age, having been

appointed to his current presidency at age 46.

Even though

he works to serve varying constituencies with multiple
demands placed on him, he does not perceive role ambiguity
as a major problem.

He knows what is expected as

communicated by the Board of Trustees.

Role conflict and

role frustration do create difficulty for the president, yet
role conflict is based primarily on conflicts of limited
time and limited resources.

Role frustration is primarily a

result of role conflict regarding time demands.

The

president reports relatively high job satisfaction with his
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position.
Conclusions
The presidents in this study do not represent the
national average particularly in regard to length of time
served as a college president.

While the national average

for all presidents, according to the American Council on
Education (1986) is nearly seven years, the average tenure
for presidents in this study was nine years.
The presidents also appear to represent a contradiction
based on the findings of the study relative to role
ambiguity, role conflict, role frustration and job
satisfaction.

When the hypotheses were tested,

significant correlations were found at the .05 level between
the variables of role ambiguity and role conflict
(r = .27), role conflict and role frustration (r = .67),
role ambiguity and role frustration (r - .23), role
ambiguity and job satisfaction (r = -.46), role conflict and
job satisfaction (r = -.43), role frustration and job
satisfaction (r = -.43).

However, even though role conflict

and role frustration appeared to create concern for college
presidents in the study, they did not seem to permit role
ambiguity, role conflict and role frustration to diminish
their job satisfaction.
The role of the president is indeed complex and
multifaceted and needs clear definition by the Board of
Trustees (Herron, 1969; Kauffman, 1989; Gade, 1989).
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However, unlike the work of Kahn et al.,

(1964), Bates

(1968), and Rizzo, House, and Lirtzman (1970) that reported
role conflict contributes to tension and underlines job
satisfaction; the presidents in this study appeared not to
allow role conflict to diminish their job satisfaction.
Job satisfaction can be influenced by a multitude of
factors according to Locke (1976).

A job that is

sufficiently mentally challenging with adequate financial
compensation enhances job satisfaction (Sherman, Bohlander,
and Chruden, 1988).

Presidents in this study reported their

work to be mentally challenging and the compensation
adequate; hence they appeared satisfied with their position.
As with Stretcher's (1989) study, this study also found
prestige, influence and power to be closely associated with
job satisfaction.

Respondents either strongly agreed

(18.1%) or agreed (59.4%) that they were satisfied with
their amount of influence and power on their campus.

The

respondents either strongly agreed (13.6%) or agreed (47.1%)
that they enjoyed the prestige of being a college president.

Recommendations
1.

It is recommended that to create a more comprehensive

picture of the college presidency, it would be necessary to
study college presidents nationwide by the size of the
institution, by governmental structure, religious
affiliation and region of the country represented.

A
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correlational study of this nature may well yield a more
complete picture of how college presidents function in a
variety of settings.

A nationwide study would hopefully

produce a more heterogenous population to study.

A weakness

in this study was the homogeneous sample of college
presidents.
2.

This study might have been enhanced if a qualitative

element would have been included.

Using a qualitative

approach would have permitted the exploration of what
appears as a contradiction in the data obtained between
correlations of role ambiguity, role conflict, role
frustration and job satisfaction.

A follow-up qualitative

component may well provide additional insight into the
college presidency.
3.

If the governing board of an institution wishes to

enhance the effectiveness and longevity of the president, it
is recommended the Board of Trustees define and clearly
communicate its expectations to the president.

Since role

conflict, role ambiguity and role frustration are
inevitable, the Board and particularly the Chairperson of
the Board must be willing to provide clear, consistent
expectations of the president.
4.

Individuals seeking a college presidency, particularly

for the first time, need to understand the complexity of the
president’s role.

Presidential candidates need to assert to

the Board of Trustees, but especially the Chairperson of the
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Board, the need to articulate the mission, purpose and
vision the Board collectively perceives for the institution
and its leadership.
5.

Presidents in office need to help educate the many

different constituencies they serve as to the difficult role
they perform, particularly in light of the multitude of
demands placed on their time.

As this study demonstrates,

role conflict and role frustration are closely associated
with conflicts of available time.
6.

It is recommended that the results obtained in this

study not be construed as being representative of
individuals at large in their efforts to confront role
ambiguity, role conflict and role frustration in general.
It is the opinion of this researcher that the presidents
represented in this study may well be unique and atypical in
their ability to successfully cope with the ambiguity,
conflict and frustration of the position.

The majority of

research cited in the literature review of this study was
related to individuals who occupied a very different
position in the organizational hierarchy than the college
president.

The years of experience, level of education,

coupled with the position occupied, may help college
presidents successfully address role ambiguity, role
conflict and role frustration.

Summary
College presidents are indeed called upon to perform a
variety of complex and demanding roles.

Yet, as vacancies

occur each year, there appears to be no shortage of
candidates interested in applying (Leatherman, 1992).

The

president is charged with the responsibility of providing
inspirational, academic, as well as financial leadership on
the campus.

The tone of the academic community is

established by the president (Herron 1969).

The

responsibilities of the presidency may well result in a loss
of freedom to speak as freely as desired.

Presidents may

regret the loss of academic freedom they have experienced as
a result of their upward mobility (Ehrle & Bennett, 1988).
The literature suggested that role ambiguity, role
conflict and role frustration were inevitable in most
complex positions, but particularly in the position of the
college president.

Even though the role of the college

president is difficult and multifaceted, it would appear
that role ambiguity does not create a significant problem
for the respondents in this study.

Based on the item

responses designed to measure role ambiguity,

(mean = 2 . 3 3

out of a possible 6) the overwhelming majority of the
respondents report they clearly know what is expected of
them.

This may be explained in part by the level of

presidential experience, as well as educational
administrative experience, the respondents possess.

Role

conflict and role frustration do appear to create concern in
fulfilling the role of the president (means = 3.68 and 3.84,
respectively).

However, role conflict and role frustration

are primarily attributable to inadequate time and limited
resources.

Given the financial condition of higher

education within the past several years, it comes as no
surprise that role conflict relative to institutional
resources created concern for the majority of respondents.
There does appear to be some contradiction in the data
regarding how the respondents indicated they divided their
time effectively; and yet they report the quality of their
work suffered.
However, as this study demonstrates, role ambiguity,
role conflict, and role frustration are not necessarily
manifested in diminished job satisfaction, at least for
these college presidents, even though there are significant
correlations between the constructs.

Perhaps the ability of

a college president to successfully address role ambiguity,
role conflict and role frustration in their position is due
in part to their years of administrative experience.

Their

experience may enable them to cognitively respond to role
ambiguity, role frustration and role conflict.

It also may

be due to the fact that as head of an institution they feel
in more control of their own destiny, hence more satisfied
with their position.

Role frustration and role conflict do appear to be a
significant concern of college presidents in this sample.
An analysis of the individual items designed to measure role
frustration and role conflict showed that the primary reason
for role frustration and role conflict appears to be a
function of inadequate time necessary to perform the
obligations of the office, rather than role ambiguity or
multiplicity of roles.
By analyzing the respondents answers to questions
designed to measure job satisfaction, specific trends begin
to emerge regarding how the respondents felt about their
satisfaction with the president's position.

It would

appear that the respondents in the survey possess a
significant level of job satisfaction with their current
position.

Most of the respondents in this study were

satisfied with their level of compensation, their power and
influence, and their prestige on campus.
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Mailing List for Dissertation Survey
ALABAMA
Institution

Address

Enrollment

Huntington College
(Allen K. Jackson)

1500 East Fairview Ave.
Montgomery, AL 36106-2148

702

Judson College
(David E. Potts)

P.O. Box 120
Marion, AL 36756

347

Miles College
(Albert J.H. Sloan,II)

P.O. Box 3800
Birmingham, AL

728

oakwood College
(Benjamin F. Reaves)

Oakwood Rd., N.W.
Huntsville, AL 35896

1206

Selma University
(Burnest W. Dawson)

1501 Lapsley St.
Selma, AL 36701

229

Stillman College
(Cordell Wynn)

P.O. Drawer 1430
Tuscaloosa, A1 35403

815

Talladega College
(Joseph B. Johnson)

627 West Battle St.
Talladega, AL 35160

780

Birmingham-Southern
(Neal R. Berte)

900 Arkadelphia Rd.
Birmingham, AL 35254

1765

Mobile College
(Michael A. Magnolia)

P.O. Box 13220
Mobile, AL
36663-0220

1257

Southern Christian Uni.
(Rex A. Turner, Jr.)

1200 Taylor Rd.
Montgomery, AL 36117-3553

83

Spring Hill College
(William J. Rewak)

4000 Dauphin St.
Mobile, AL
36608

1073

U.S. Sports Academy
(Thomas P. Rosandich)

One Academy Dr.
Daphne, AL
36526

209

Faulkner University
(Billy D. Hilyer)

5345 Atlanta Highway
Montgomery, AL

1735

35208

FLORIDA
Bethune-Cookman College 640 Second Ave.
(Oswald P. Bronson, Sr.) Daytona Beach, FL 32115

2273

110
Clearwater Christian
(George D. Youst)

3400 Gulf-to-Bay Blvd.
Clearwater, FL 34619

416

Eckerd college
(Peter H. Armacost)

54th Ave. South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711

1787

Edward Walters College
(Robert L. Mitchell)

1658 Kings Rd.
Jacksonville, FL 32209

666

Flagler College
(William L. Proctor)

P.O. Box 1027, 74 King St.
St. Augustine, FL 32085-1027

1238

Florida Baptist
Theological College
(Thomas A. Kinchen)

5400 College Dr.
Graceville, FL 32440-1830

434

Florida Memorial College 15800 N.W. 42nd Avenue
(Bennie Reeves)
Miami, FL 33054

1715

Palm Beach Atlantic
College
(Paul R. Corts)

1392

1101 S. Flagler Dr.
P.O. Box 24708
West Palm Beach 33416-4708

Ringling School of
Art f t Design
2700 North Tamiami Trail
(Arland F. Christ-Janer) Sarasota, FL 34234

647

St. John Vianney
College seminary
(Thomas O'Dwyer)

2900 S.W. 87th Ave.
Miami, FL 33165

37

Southeastern College of
the Assemblies of God
(James I. Hennesy)

1000 Longfellow Blvd.
Lakeland, FL 33801

1200

Warner Southern Colleg
(Gregory V. Hall)

5301 U.S. Highway 27 south
Lake Wales, FL 33853-8725

461

Webber College
(Rex R. Yentes)

P.O. Box 96
Babson Park, FL 33827

323

Florida southern coll.
(Robert A. Davis)

111 Lake Hollingsworth Dr.
Lakeland, FL 33801

1970

Lynn University
(Donald E. Ross)

3601 North Military Trail
Boca Raton, FL 33431

923

Rollins College
(Rita Bornstein)

1000 Holt Ave.
Winter Park, FL 32789

2458

St. Thomas University
(Richard E. Greene)

16400 N.W. 32nd Ave.
Miami, FL 33054

1803

Ill
The University of
Sarasota
(Robert H. Zeller)

950 South Tamiami Trail
Sarasota, FL 34236-7825

24

141 E. College Ave.
Decatur, GA 30030

583

GEORGIA
Agnes Boott College
(Ruth A. Schmidt)

The American college for
the Applied Arts
3330 Peachtree Rd. N.E.
(Rafael A. Lago)
Atlanta, GA 30326

1972

Atlantic Christian Col.
(James C. Donovan)

2605 Ben Hill Rd.
East Point, GA 30344

193

The Atlanta College of
Art
(Ellen L. Meyer)

1280 Peachtree St. N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30309

428

Brewton-Parker college
(Y. Lynn Holmes)

P.O. BOX 197
Mount Vernon, GA 30445-0197

2142

Covenant college
(Frank A. Brock)

Scenic Highway
Lookout Mountain, GA 30750

720

Emmanuel College
(David R. Hopkins)

212 Spring St.,P.O. Box 129
Franklin Springs, GA 30639

410

Morris Brown college
(Calvert H. Smith)

643 Martin Luther King
Jr. Dr., N.W
Atlanta, GA 30314

2015

Paine college
(Julius S. Scott, Jr.)

1235 Fifteenth St.
Augusta, GA 30910-2799

582

Piedmont College
(John F. Eiger)

P.O. Box 10
Demorest, GA

578

Shorter college
(James D. Jordan)

315 Shorter Ave.
Rome, GA 30165

726

Spelman College
(Johnneta B. Cole)

350 Spelman Lane, S.W.
Atlanta, GA 30314

1677

Columbia Theological
seminary
(Douglas W. Oldenburg)

P.O. Box 520
Decatur, GA 30031

263

institute of Paper
science & Technology
(Richard A. Matula)

575 14th S t . , N.W.
Atlanta, GA 30318

90

30535

112
Interdenominational
Theological Center
(James H. Costen)

671 Beckwith St., S.W.
Atlanta, GA 30314

318

Life college
(Sid E. Williams)

1269 Barclay Circle
Marietta, GA 30060

2175

Alice Lloyd College
(M. Fred Mullinax)

Purpose Road
Pippa Passes, KY 41844

529

Asbury College
(Edwin G. Blue)

1 Macklem Drive
Wilmore, KY 40390

1048

Berea College
(John B. Stephenson)

Berea, KY

1585

Bresoia College
(Ruth Gehres)

717 Frederica Street
Owensboro, KY 42301-3023

710

Campbellsville College
(Kenneth W. Winters)

200 West College St.
Campbellsville, KY
42719-2799

900

Centre College
(Michael F. Adams)

600 West Walnut St.
Danville, KY 40422

876

Kentucky Christian
College
(Keith P. Keeran)

617 North Carol Malone Blvd.
Grayson, KY 41143-1199

Kentucky Wesleyan
College
(Paul W. Hartman)

P.O. Box 1039
3000 Frederica St.
Owensboro, KY 42302-1039

714

Lindsey Wilson college
(John B. Begley)

210 Lindsey Wilson St.
Columbia, KY 42728

1343

Mid-Continent Baptist
Bible College
(LaVerne Butler)

P.O. Box 7010
Mayfield, KY 42066

81

Midway College
(Robert R. Botkin)

512 East Stephens St.
Midway, KY 40347-1120

715

Pikeville college
(William H. Owens)

214 Sycamore Street
Pikeville, KY 41501-1194

950

Thomas More College
(Charles J. Bensman)

333 Thomas More Parkway
Crestview Hills, KY
41017-3428

937

KENTUCKY

40404

536

113
Transylvania University
(Charles L. Shearer)

300 North Broadway
Lexington, KY 40508-1797

1033

Bellarmine College
2001 Newburg Road
(Joseph J. McGowan, Jr.) Louisville, KY 40205-9671

2178

Cumberland College
(James H. Taylor)

1568

6191 College Station
Williamsburg, KY 40769

Georgetown College
400 East College Street
(William H. Crouch, Jr.) Georgetown, KY 40324-1696

1284

Kentuoky State uni.
(Mary L. Smith)

East Main Street
Frankfort, KY 40601

1984

Union College
(Jack C. Phillips)

310 College Street
Barbourville, KY 40906

787

Asbury Theologioal
Seminary
(David L. McKenna)

204 North Lexington Ave.
Wilmore, KY 40390-1199

Lexington Theological
Seminary
(William 0. Paulsell)

631 South Limestone St.
Lexington, KY 40508

112

Louisville Presbyterian
Theological seminary
(John M. Mulder)

1044 Alta Vista Road
Louisville, KY 40205-1798

219

The southern Baptist
Theological Seminary
(Roy L. Honeycutt)

2825 Lexington Road
Louisville, KY 40280

1844

Spalding University
(Eileen M. Egan)

851 South 4th Street
Louisville, KY 40203-2115

1102

Dillard University
(Samuel D. Cook)

2601 Gentilly Boulevard
New Orleans, LA 70122

1662

Louisiana college
(Robert L. Lynn)

1140 College Drive
Pineville, LA 71359

992

St. Joseph Seminary
(Ambrose G. Wathen)

St. Benedict, LA
70457-9990

76

Centenary college of
Louisiana
(Kenneth L. Schwab)

P.O. BOX 41188
Shreveport, LA 71134-1188

864

687

LOUISIANA

114
Notre Dame Seminary
Graduate school of
(Gregory M. Aymond)

2901 South Carrollton Ave.
New Orleans, LA 70118-4391

Our Lady of Holy cross
College
(Thomas E. Chambers,
C.S.C. Ph.D.)

4123 Woodland Drive
New Orleans, LA 70131-7399

Nev Orleans Baptist
Theological Seminary
(Landrum P. Leavell,II)

3939 Gentilly Boulevard
New Orleans, LA 70126-4858

136
618

1028

MISSISSIPPI
Belhaven College
(Newton Wilson)

1500 Peachtree Street
Jackson, MS 39202

803

Blue Mountain College
(E. Harold Fisher)

P.O. Box 338
Blue Mountain, MS 38610

317

Magnolia Bible College
(Cecil May, Jr.)

P.O. Box 1109
Kosciusko, MS 39090

27

Rust College
(William A. McMillan)

150 East Rust Avenue
Holly Springs, MS 38635-2328

1075

Tougaloo College
(Adib A. Shakir)

500 East County Line Road
Tougaloo, MS 39174

1003

Millsaps College
(George M. Harmon)

1701 North State Street
Jackson, MS 39210

1519

William Carey College
(James W. Edwards)

498 Tuscan Avenue
Hattiesburg, MS 39401-5499

1452

Reformed Theological
5422 Clinton Boulevard
seminary
Jackson, MS 39209
(Luder G. Whitlock, Jr.)
University of
Mississippi Medical
Center
(Norman C. Nelson)

676

2500 North State Street
Jackson, MS 39216-4505

1630

Barber-Scotia College
(Joel 0. Nwagbaraocha)

145 Cabarrus Avenue, W.
Concord, NC 28025

602

Barton college
(James B. Hemby, Jr.)

College Station
Wilson, NC 27893

1374

NORTH CAROLINA

115
Belmont-Abbey College
(Joseph S. Brosnan)

100 Belmont-Mt. Holly Rd.
Belmont, NC 28012-2795

941

Bennett College
(Gloria Randall Scott)

900 East Washington St.
Greensboro, NC 27401-3239

560

Davidson College
(John W. Kuykendall)

P.O. Box 1719
Davidson, NC 28036

1547

East CoaBt Bible College 6900 Wilkinson Boulevard
(Ronald D. Martin)
Charlotte, NC 28214

174

Greensboro College
(Wiliam H. Likins)

815 West Market Street
Greensboro, NC 27401-1875

847

Guilford College
(William R. Rogers)

5800 West Friendly Ave.
Greensboro, NC 27410

1560

High Point University
University Station,
(Jacob C. Martinson, Jr. Montiieu Ave.
High Point, NC 27262-3598

2146

Johnson C. smith Uni.
(Robert L. Albright)

100 Beatties Ford Road
Charlotte, NC 28216

1239

Lees-McRae College
(Bradford L. Crain)

P.O. Box 128
Banner Elk, NC

774

Mars Bill College
(Fred B. Bentley)

Marshall St.
Mars Hill, NC

Methodist College
(M. Elton Hendricks)

5400 Ramsey Street
Fayetteville, NC 28311-1420

1325

Montreat-Anderson coll.
(William W. Hurt)

P.O. Box 1267
Montreat, NC 28757

390

Mount Olive College
(W. Burkette Raper)

514 Henderson St.
Mount Olive, NC 28365

668

North Carolyn Wesleyan
(Leslie H. Garner, Jr.)

3400 North Wesleyan Blvd.
Rocky Mount, NC 27804

1637

28604
28754

St. Andrews Presbyterian 1700 Dogwood Mile
Laurinburg, NC 28352
(Thomas L. Reuschling)

1236

723

St. Augustine's college
(Prezell R. Robinson)

1315 Oakwood Avenue
Raleigh, NC 27610-2298

1811

Shaw University
(Talbert 0. Shaw)

118 East South Street
Raleigh, NC 27611

2071

116
Catawba College
(Stephen H. Wurster)

2300 West Innes St.
Salisbury, NC 28144

896

Gardner~Webb College
(M. Christopher White)

P.O. BOX 997
Boiling Springs, NC 28017

1737

Lenoir-Rhyne College
(John E. Trainer, Jr.)

Seventh Ave. & Eighth st.NE
Hickory, NC 28603

1454

Livingstone College
(Bernard w. Franklin)

701 West Monroe Street
Salisbury, NC 28144

666

Heredith College
(John Edgar Weens)

3800 Hillsborough St.
Raleigh, NC 27607-5298

2321

Pfeiffer College
(Zane E. Eargle)

P.O. Box 960
Misenheimer, NC 28109-0960

814

Queens college
(Billy 0. Wireman)

1900 Selwyn Avenue
Charlotte, NC 28274

1106

Salem College
(Julianne Still Thrift)

Salem Station
Winston-Salem, NC 27108

573

Warren Wilson College
(Douglas M. Orr, Jr.)

701 Warren Wilson Road
Swannanoa, NC 28778

564

Wingate College
(William L. Ziglar)

Wingate, NC

Southeastern Baptist
Theological Seminary
(Lewis A. Drummond)

P.O. Box 1889
Wake Forest, NC 27588-1889

568

Harding & Blanding Streets
Columbia, SC 29204

1433

28174-0157

SOUTH CAROLINA
Benedict college
(Marshall C. Grigsby)

Central Wesleyan College P.O. BOX 1020
(John M. Newby)
Central, SC 29630-1020

1067

Claflin College
(Oscar A. Rogers, Jr.)

700 College Avenue, N.E.
Orangeburg, SC 29115

832

Coker College
(James D. Daniels)

East College Avenue
Hartsville, sc 29550

772

Limestone College
(Dan Champion)

1115 College Drive
Gaffney, SC 29340

1032

Morris College

100 West College Street

117
(Luns C. Richardson)

Sumter, SC

29150-3599

Newberry College
2100 College Street
(Hubert H. Setzler, Jr.) Newberry, SC 29108
Presbyterian College
(Kenneth B. Orr)

696
738

South Broad St.
P.O. Box 975
Clinton, SC 29325

1143

Voorhees College
(Leonard E. Dawson)

1411 Voorhees Road
Denmark, SC 29042

612

Wofford College
(Joab M. Lesesne,Jr.)

429 North Church Street
Spartanburg, SC 29303-3663

1079

charleston southern Uni. P.O. Box 10087,
(Jairy c. Hunter, Jr.)
9200 University Blvd.
Charleston, SC 29411

1824

Columbia College
(Peter T. Mitchell)

1301 Columbia College Dr.
Columbia, SC 29203

1082

Furman University
(John E. Johns)

Poinsett Highway
Greenville, sc 29613

2759

converse College
(Ellen Wood Hall)

580 East Main Street
Spartanburg, SC 29302

1000

Columbia Bible College
and Seminary
(Johnny V. Miller)

P.O. BOX 3122
Columbia, SC 29230-3122

Erskine College
(James W. Strobel)

Washington Street
Due West, SC 29639

574

Lutheran Theological
Southern Seminary
(Mack C. Branham, Jr.)

4201 North Main Street
Columbia, sc 29203

132

Sherman college of
Straight Chiropractic
(Thomas A. Gelardi)

2020 Springfield Rd.
P.O. BOX 1452
Spartanburg, sc 29304

149

American Technical
institute
(D. Wayne Jones)

P.O. Box 8
Brunswick, TN

32

Bryan college
(Kenneth G. Hanna)

Box 7000
Dayton, TN 37321

745

TENNESSEE
38014

441

Crichton College
(Jimmy Latimer)

P.O. Box 757630
Memphis, TN 38175-7830

274

King College
(Charles E. Cauthen)

1350 King College Road
Bristol, TN 37620-2699

570

Knoxville College
(John B, Turner)

901 College Street
Knoxville, TN 37921

1207

Lambuth University
(Thomas F. Boyd)

705 Lambuth Boulevard
Jackson, TN 38301

801

Lane College
(Alex A. Chambers)

545 Lane Avenue
Jackson, TN 38301-4598

561

Lee College
(c. Paul Conn)

P.O. Box 3450
Cleveland, TN 37320-3450

1827

LeMoyne-Owen College
(Burnett Joiner)

807 Walker Avenue
Memphis, TN 38126

1013

Maryville College
(Richard L. Ferrin)

502 East Lamar Alexander Pkwy.I
Maryville, TN 37801
717

Rhodes College
(James H. Daughdrill,
Jr.)

2000 North Parkway
Memphis, TN 38112

1429

Southern College of
Seventh-day Adventists
(Donald R. Sahly)

P.O. Box 370
Collegedale, TN 37315-0370

1534

Tennessee Wesleyan Coll. P.O. Box 40
(James E. Cheek, II)
Athens, TN 37371

549

Tomlinson College
(Perry E. Gillum)

P.O. BOX 3030
Cleveland, TN 37320-3030

203

Union University
(Hyran E. Barefoot)

2447 Highway 45 By-Pass
Jackson, TN 38305

2234

Belmont University
(William E. Troutt)

1900 Belmont Boulevard
Nashville, TN 37212-3757

2821

Bethel College
(Bill J. Elkins)

Cherry street
McKenzie, TN 38201

675

Carson-Newman College
(J. Cordell Maddox)

Russell Avenue,
P.O. Box 552
Jefferson city, TN 37760

1945
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Christian Brothers
University
(Theodore Drahmann,
F.S.C.)

650 East Parkway South
Memphis, TN 38104

1652

Church of God School
of Theology
(Cecil B. Knight)

900 Walker Street, N.E.
P.O. Box 3330
Cleveland, TN 37320-3330

1647

Cumberland University
(Ray C. Phillips)

South Greenwood Street
Lebanon, TN 37087-3554

619

David Lipscomb Uni.
(Harold Harelip)

3901 Granny White Pike
Nashville, TN 37204-3951

2109

Emmanuel School of
Religion
(Calvin L. Phillips)

One Walker Drive
Johnson City, TN 37601

136

Fisk University
(Henry P. Ponder)

1000 17th Avenue North
Nashville, TN 37208-3051

838

Freed-Hardeman Uni.
(Hilton R. Sewell)

158 East Main Street
Henderson, TN 38340-2399

1203

Johnson Bible College
(David L. Eubanks)

7900 Johnson Drive
Knoxville, TN 37998

444

Lincoln Memorial Uni.
(Scott D. Miller)

Cumberland Gap Parkway
Harrogate, TN 37752

1646

Memphis College of Art
(Jeffrey D. Nesin)

Overton Park
Memphis, TN 38112-5498

295

Memphis Theological
Seminary
(J. David Hester)

168 East Parkway South
Memphis, TN 38104

130

Milligan College
(Marshall J. Leggett)

Milligan College, TN 37682

774

Trevecca Nazarene Coll.
(Millard Reed)

333 Murfreesboro Road
Nashville, TN 37210

1318

Tusculum College
(Robert E. Knott)

P.O. Box 5035
Greenville, TN 37743

779

Harding University
Graduate school of
Religion
(Lou R. Tucker)

1000 Cherry Road
Memphis, TN 38117

141

120
Meharry Medical College
(David Satcher)

1005 D.B. Todd Blvd.
Nashville, TN 37208

606

Mid-America Baptist
Theological seminary
(B. Gray Allison)

1255 Poplar Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104

420

Southern college of
1245 Madison Avenue
optometry
Memphis, TN 38104
(William E. Cochran, O.D •)

382

The University of the
South
(Samuel R. Williamson)

1170

735 University Avenue
Sewanee, TN 37375-1000

TEXAS
Concordia Lutheran coll. 3400 I.H. 35 North
(Ray F. Martens)
Austin, TX 78705

596

East Texas Baptist
University
(Robert E. Craig)

1209 North Grove Ave.
Marshall, TX 75670-1498

957

Howard Payne University
(Don Newbury)

1000 Fisk Avenue
Brownwood, TX 76801

1249

Huston-Tillotson college 1820 East 8th St.
(Joseph T. McMillan, Jr. Austin, TX 78702

714

institute for Christian
Studies
(James W. Thompson)

1909 University Avenue
Austin, TX 78705

72

Jarvis Christian Coll.
(Sebetha Jenkins)

P.O. Drawer G, Hwy. 80 E.
Hawkins, TX 75765-9989

542

LeTourneau university
(Alvin 0. Austin)

2100 Mobberly Avenue
P.O. BOX 7001
Longview, TX 75607-7001

Lubbock Christian Uni.
(Steven S. Lemley)

5601 19th Street
Lubbock, TX 79407-2099

948

McMurry University
(Thomas K. Kim)

South 14th & Sayles Blvd.
Abilene, TX 79697

1189

Paul Quinn College
(Warren W. Morgan)

3837 Simpson Stuart Road
Dallas, TX 75241

1009

Schreiner College
(Sam M. Junkin)

2100 Memorial Blvd.
Kerrville, TX 78028

597

1547

121
Southwestern Assemblies
of God College
(Delmer R. Guynes)

1200 Sycamore St.
Waxahachie, TX 75165

538

Southwestern Christian
College
(Jack Evans, Sr.)

P.O. Box 10
Terrell, TX

244

Southwestern University
(Roy B. Shilling, Jr.)

University Avenue at Maple St,
Georgetown, TX 78626
1231

Texas College
(A.C. Mitchell Patton)

2404 North Grand Avenue
Tyler, TX 75712

410

Texas Lutheran College
(Charles H. Oestreich)

1000 West Court street
Seguin, TX 78155

1109

Wiley College
(David L. Beckley)

711 Wiley Avenue
Marshall, TX 75670

432

Amber University
(Douglas W. Warner)

1700 Eastgate Drive
Garland, TX 75041

1610

Austin College
(Harry E. Smith)

900 North Grand Ave.
P.O. Box 1177
Sherman, TX 75091-1177

Baptist Missionary
Association Theological
Seminary
(Philip R. Bryan)

1410 East Pine street
Jacksonville, TX 75766

The Criswell college
(L. Paige Patterson)

4010 Gaston Ave.
Dallas, TX 75246

357

Dallas Baptist Uni.
(Gary R. Cook)

7777 West Kiest Blvd.
Dallas, TX 75211-9800

1626

75160

1522

59

The Episcopal Theological
seminary of the
P.O. Box 2247
Southwest
Austin, TX 78768-2247

66

Kardin-Simmons Uni.
(Lanny Hall)

2200 Hickory Street
Abilene, TX 79698

1501

Houston Baptist Uni.
(E. Douglas Hodo)

7502 Fondren Road
Houston, TX 77074-3298

1934

Houston Graduate
School of Theology
(Delbert P. Vaughn)

6910 Fannin, Suite 207
Houston, TX 77030

87

122
Incarnate Word College
(Louis J. Agnese, Jr.)

4301 Broadway
San Antonio, TX 78209-6397

Oblate School of
Theology
(Patrick Guidon)

285 Oblate Drive
San Antonio, TX 78216

St. Edward's University
(Patricia A. Hayes)

3001 South Congress Ave.
Austin, TX 78704

2304

Southwestern Adventist
College
(Marvin E. Anderson)

P.O. Box 567
Keene, TX 76059

871

Texas Wesleyan Uni.
(Jake B. Schrum)

1201 Wesleyan
Fort Worth, TX 76105-1536

1474

Trinity university
(Ronald K. Calgaard)

715 Stadium Drive
San Antonio, TX 78212

2382

University of central
Texas
(Jack W. Fuller)

PiO. Box 1416, U.S. Highway
190 West
Killeen, TX 76540-1416

529

University of Mary
Hardin-Baylor
(Jerry G. Bawcom)

UMHB, BOX 8001
Belton, TX 76513

1557

Wayland Baptist Uni.
(Wallace E. Davis, Jr.)

1900 West 7th Street
Plainview, TX 79072

1456

Austin Presbyterian
Theological Seminary
(Jack L. Stotts)

100 East 27th Street
Austin, TX 78705

157

Baylor College of
Dentistry
(Dominick P. DePaola)

3302 Gaston Avenue
Dallas, TX 75246

432

Baylor College of
Medicine
(William T. Butler)

One Baylor Plaza
Houston, TX 77030

377

Dallas Theological
Seminary
(Donald K. Campbell)

3909 Swiss Avenue
Dallas, TX 75204

825

Parker College of
Chiropractic
(James W. Parker, D.C.)

2500 Walnut Hill Lane
Dallas, TX 75229

795

2142
72

123
Texas Chiropractic
College
(S.M. Elliott)

5912 Spencer Highway
Pasadena, TX 77505

University of St. Thomas 3600 Montrose Blvd.
(Joseph M. McFadden)
Houston, TX 77006
The University of
Dallas
(Robert F. Sasseen)

316

1624

1845 East Northgate Drive
Irving, TX 75062

2239

Bluefield college
(Roy A. Dobyns)

3000 College Drive
Bluefield, VA 24605

579

Bridgewater college
(Wayne F. Geisert)

Bridgewater, VA 22812

Christendon college
(Damian P. Fedoryka)

2101 Shenandoah Shores Rd.
Front Royal, VA 22630

VIRGINIA

927

Emory and Henry College Emory, VA
(Charles w. Sydnor, Jr.)

24327

166
770

Ferrum College
(Jerry M. Boone)

Ferrum, VA

Hampden-Sydney College
(Ralph A. Rossum)

P.O. Box 128
Hampden-Sydney, VA 23943

972

Mary Baldwin College
(Cynthia H. Tyson)

Fredrick and New Street
Staunton, VA 24401

1060

Randolph-Macon college
(Ladell Payne)

P.O. Box 5005
Ashland, VA 23005-5505

1097

Randolph-Macon Women's
College
(Linda Koch Lorimer)

2500 Rivermont Avenue
Lynchburg, VA 24503

731

Roanoke College
(David M. Gring)

221 College Lane
Salem, VA 24153

1571

St. Paul's College
(Thomas M. Law)

406 Winsor Avenue
Lawrenceville, VA 23868

653

Sweet Briar college
(Barbara A. Hill)

Sweet Briar, VA 24595

24088
37

Virginia Intermont Coll. 1013 Moore Street
Bristol, VA 24201
(Gary M. Poulton)

581
1894

124
Virginia Wesleyan Coll.
(Lambuth M. Clarke)

Wesleyan Drive
Norfolk, VA 23502-5599

1231

Avarett college
(Frank R. Campbell)

420 West Main Street
Danville, VA 24541

1362

Eastern Hennonite
college s Seminary
(Joseph L. Lapp)

1200 Park Road
Harrisonburg, VA

1060

Hollins college
(Jane M. O'Brien)

7916 Williamson Road
Roanoke, VA 24020

976

Institute of Textile
Technology
(Charles G. Tewksbury)

P.O. Box 391
Charlottesville, VA 22902

31

Lynchburg College
(George N. Rainsford)

1501 Lakeside Drive
Lynchburg, VA 24501-3199

1994

Shenandoah University
(James A. Davis)

1460 University Drive
Winchester, VA 22601

1092

Virginia Union Uni.
(S. Dallas Simmons)

1500 North Lombardy St.
Richmond, VA 23220

1361

Medical College of
Hampton Roads
(Edward E. Brickell)

825 Fairfax Avenue
Norfolk, VA 23501

482

Presbyterian School of
Christian Education
(Heath K. Rada)

1205 Palmyra Avenue
Richmond, VA 23227

154

Regent University
(David Geyerson)

1000 Centerville Turnpike
Virginia Beach, VA
23464-9800

Union Theological
Seminary in Virginia
(T. Hartley Hall, IV)

3401 Brook Road
Richmond, VA 23227

225

Washington & Lee Uni.
(John D. Wilson)

Lexington, VA

1969

22801

24450

419
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Pilot Study Instrument
College President's Role Ambiguity, Role Conflict, Role
Frustration and Job Satisfaction Scale
Dear Respondent:
This brief questionnaire is designed to: In Part 1, collect
information on the level of role ambiguity, role conflict and
role frustration experienced by college presidents and assess how
these factors effect job satisfaction. Part 11 ask for basic
demographic data pertaining to your education and experience.
The questionnaire will only take approximately ten to fifteen
minutes to complete.
Please return the questionnaire by March 20, 1993 in the
enclosed self-addressed envelope. Thank you for participating in
the survey!
Part 1
Select one of the following values that best describes
feel about
each statement below.
1
2
3
4
5
SA
A
MA
MD
D
Strongly
Agree
Mildly
Mildly
Disagree
Agree
Agree
Disagree
SA A MA
1.

how you
6
SD
Strongly
Disagree
MD D SD

I am very clear about the limits of my
authority in my position.

1 2

3

4

5 6

2.

I spend too much time in meetings.

1 2

3

4

5 6

3.

I believe I have the opportunity for
adequate leisure time.

1 2

3

4

5 6

I often have to decide to attend an
event or function at the expense of not
attending another.

1 2

3

4

5 6

I can predict today what others will
expect of me tomorrow.

1 2

3

4

5 6

I am satisfied with the level of
compensation I receive.

1 2

3

4

5 6

The policies and the various rules and
regulations of the college that affect
my job are clearly defined.

1 2

3

4

5 6

I have adequate time to accomplish the
tasks that are required of a college
president on a daily basis.

1 2

3

4

5 6

4.

5.
6.
7.

6.
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Strongly Agree=SA
Agree=A

HiIdly Agree»MA
Mildly Disagree-MD

Disagree-D
strongly Disagree-SD
SA

9.

A

HA MD 0

SD

Hy institution provides me with
sufficient challenge.

1 2

3 4

5 6

10. The amount of work that needs to be
accomplished is overwhelming.

1 2

3 4

5 6

11.The Board of Trustees provides
clear, concise expectations of what they
want me to accomplish.

1 2

3 4

5 6

12. I am satisfied with the competency of my
colleagues.

1 2

3 4

5 6

13. I feel certain of how much authority
I have.

1 2

3 4

5 6

14. Too much of my time is taken up in phone
calls and/or office appointments.

1 2

3 4

5 6

15. I am satisfied with my level of job
security.

1 2

3 4

5 6

16. I have sufficient time to think,
reflect and contemplate on the life and
direction of the college.

1 2

3 4

5 6

17. I am clear on what others expect of me
in the performance ofmy duties.

1 2

3 4

5 6

18. I know exactlywhat isexpected of me.

1 2

3 4

5 6

1 2

3 4

5 6

19. I have sufficient power in my position to
accomplish my objectives.
20. The quality of my work suffers
due to the daily demands placed on my
time.

1

2

3 4

5 6

21. I am torn between the different
constituencies, i.e. faculty, staff,
students, alumni and donors, with whom
I work.

1

2

3 4

5 6

1 2

3 4

5 6

22. Congenial work relationships are
valued at my institution.
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Strongly Agree-SA
Agree«A

Mildly Agree«MA
Mildly DisagreefMD

Disagreed
Strongly Disagree*SD
SA

A

23. Whatever situation arises on my job
there are procedures for handling it.

MA MD D

SD

1

2 3

4 5

6

24. It is as clear as I would like it to
be about what I have to do.

1

2 3

4 5

6

25. I am satisfied with the level of
contact with students.

1

2 3

4 5

6

26. I always accomplish the goals I have
established for the day.

1

2 3

4 5

6

27. There are clearly planned goals and
objectives for my job.

1

2 3

4 5

6

28. The fringe benefit package available
to me is adequate.

1

2 3

4 5

6

29. I do not have any difficulty in
dividing my time effectively.

1

2 3

4 5

6

30. I know what my responsibilities are.

1

2 3

4 5

6

31. I have sufficient time to spend with
my family.

1

2 3

4 5

6

32. I sometimes believe I do not have
adequate facts and information to
work to my best potential.

1

2 3

4 5

6

33. I long for the day I can return to the
classroom.

1

2 3

4 5

6

34. I have sufficient opportunity for
scholarly pursuits.

1

2 3

4 5

6

35. I always know what the'Chairman of my
Board of Trustees expects of me.

1

2 3

4 5

6

36. There are sufficient institutional
funds to accomplish the institutional
goals.

1

2 3

4 5

6

37. The Board of Trustees is clear in
expressing their expectations of me.

1

2 3

4 5

6

38. I am satisfied with the wide variety of
activities I perform in my position,

1

2 3

4 5

6
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strongly Agree=SA
Agree^A

Hildly Agree^MA
Mildly Disagree=MD

Disagree-D
strongly Disagree«SD
SA

A

MA MD D

SD

39. I never feel frustrated with the
many roles 1 am expected to perform.

1 2

3

4

5 6

40. My job description does not need to be
rewritten.

1 2

3

4

5 6

41. I often feel caught in the middle between
trying to appease faculty, administrators
and staff.

1 2

3

4

5 6

42. I feel that I do not have enough physical
energy to complete my task.

1 2

3

4

5 6

43. Individuals in the community often do not
understand the limits of the president's
power on campus.

1 2

3

4

5 6

44. It is always clear to me regarding the
amount of information that should
be shared with the campus community.

1 2

3

4

5 6

45. I often have to dedicate resources on
campus to one area at the expense of
another area.

1 2

3

4

5 6

46. My work is mentally challenging.

1 2

3

4

5 6

47. I am satisfied with the amount of
influence I have on my campus.

1 2

3

4

5 6

48. I have no difficulty interpreting the
regulations mandated by the federal
government.

1 2

3

4

5 6

49. I am able to successfully cope with the
challenges of my position.

1 2

3

4

5 6

50. In conversation with the chairman of the
Board of Trustees, I always know what is
expected of me.

1 2

3

4

5 6

51. I like my job better than the average
worker does.

1 2

3

4

5 6

52. I often feel frustrated with the many
roles I am required to perform.

1 2

3

4

5 6
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Strongly Agree=SA
Agree=A

Mildly Agree=MA
Mildly Disagree-MD

Disagree-D
Strongly Disagree-SD
SA

A

MA MD D

SD

53. I have considered resigning my presidency
within the past l to 6 months.

1 2

3 4

5 6

54. I fully understand the evaluation process
that is used by the Board of Trustees
to evaluate my performance.

1 2

3 4

5 6

55. Faculty do not understand the difficulty
of fulfilling the role of the president.

1 2

3 4

5 6

56. I would prefer not to travel as much as
1 currently do.

1 2

3 4

5 6

57. People expect more from me than I am
capable of giving.

1 2

3 4

5 6

58. I experience role overload.

1 2

3 4

5 6

59. Almost every decision I make has a
adverse effect on some group or
individual within the college community.

1 2

3 4

5 6

60. I enjoy the prestige of being a college
president.

1 2

3 4

5 6

61. My job expectations are constantly
changing.

1 2

3 4

5 6

62. 1 have considered resigning my presidency
within the past 6 to 12 months.

1 2

3 4

5 6

63. My presidency enjoys adequate influence
and power on campus.

1 2

3 4

5 6

64. I often receive verbal recognition for
the work that I do.

1 2

3 4

5 6

65. I am mentally challenged daily by the
duties I am expected to perform.

1 2

3 4

5 6

66. The Chairperson of my Board clearly
understands the different roles I am
expected to perform.

1 2

3 4

5 6

67. My physical working conditions are more
than adequate.

1 2

3 4

5 6
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Strongly Agree=SA
Agree«A

Mildly Agree=MA
Mildly Disagree«MD

Disagree**D
Strongly Disagree«SD
SA

A

MA MD D

SD

66. Occasionally my physical health has been
adversely affected by the pressures of
my presidency.

1

2

3

4

5

6

69. When l wake up in the morning, I
feel reluctant to go to work.

1

2

3

4

5

6

70. I am often expected to suppress my
personal opinions if they are in
opposition with stated college policy.

SA A

MA MD D

SD

1

2

3

4

5

6

71. When you are at the office, you
wish you could be somewhere else.

1

2

3

4

5

6

72. You would like to find a better job than
your current one as soon as possible.

1

2

3

4

5

6

73. It is difficult to manage the daily
operation of the college as well as
secure the necessary financial support.

1 2

3

4

5 6

74. When you are on vacation do you ever look
forward to getting back to work.

1 2

3

4

5 6

75. I often cannot accomplish what I set out
to do each day.

1 2

3

4

5 6

Part II-Demographic Data
__

1.

Age presently

2.

Age when appointed president at your current institution__

3.

Gender

4.

Number of years president at your current institution. ___

5.

6.

is your current presidency your first presidency? Yes (1)
No_ f 2 )
If no the total number of years you have been a college
president. ___
Number of years of educational administrative experience.

7.

Undergraduate Major

8.

Graduate Major_____

Male

(1)

Female

(2)

9.

What is the religious affiliation of your
institution?_____________

10. Race
Black
Return TO:

(1) White

(2) Other(please specify)(3)

Gary Juhan
P.O. BOX 679
Banner Elk, North Carolina

28604
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Mailing List for Pilot Survey
Institution
ARIZONA
American Indian Bible
College
(David J. Moore)

Address

Enrollment

10020 N. Fifteenth Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85021

95

Qrand Canyon Univaraity
(Bill Williams)

3300 W Camelback
P.O. Box 11097
Phoenix, AZ 85061

1742

Praaeott Collage
(Douglas M. North)

220 Grove Ave.
Prescott, AZ 86301

695

Western International
Univaraity
(Robert s. Webber)

9215 N. Black Canyon Rd.
Phoenix, AZ 85021

1554

ARKANSAS
Arkansas Baptist Coll
(W. Thomas Keaton)

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Dr.
Little Rock, AR 72202

268

Arkansas Collage
(John V. Griffith)

P.O. BOX 2317
Batesville, AR

587

Hendrix Collage
(John Churchill)

1601 Harkrider St.
Conway, AR 72032-3080

956

John Brown univaraity
(John E. Brown, III)

siloam Springs, AR

986

Ouachita Baptist Uni.
(Ben Elrod)

410 Ouachita; OBU Box 3753
Arkadelphia, AR 71998-0001

1269

Philander smith Collage
(Myer L. Titus)

812 West 13th St.
Little Rock, AR 72202

707

University of the
osarka
(Gene Stephenson)

415 College Ave.
Clarksville, AR 72830

615

Williams Baptist collage P.O. Box 3667
(Jimmy A. Millikin)
Walnut Ridge, AR
COLORADO
Colorado Christian Uni*
(L. David Beckman)

72503

72761

558
72476

180 South Garrison St.
Lakewood, CO 80226

928
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Colorado College
(Michael D. Grace)

Colorado Springs, CO

80903

Colorado Technical Coll. 4435 North chestnut
(David O'Donnell)
Colorado springs, CO

80907

Haropa Institute, The
(Barbara Dilley)

1952
1049

2130 Arapahoe Ave.
Boulder, CO 80302

301

Auguatana College
(Thomas Tredway)

Rock island, IL

2158

Aurora University
(Thomas Zarle)

347 s. Gladstone
Aurora, IL 60506

1439

Barat college
(Lucy Morros)

700 East Westleigh Rd.
Lake Forest, IL 60045

571

Blackburn College
(Miriam Pride)

700 College Ave.
Carlinville, IL 62626

465

ILLINOIS
61201

Blessing-Reiman College Broadway at 11th St.
of Nursing
P.O. Box C3
(Carole Piles)
Quincy, IL 62301

156

College of saint Francis 500 N. Wilcox
(John C. Orr)
Joliet, IL 60435

1894

Concordia University
(Eugene L. Krentz)

7400 Augusta St.
River Forest, IL

Dr. William M. Scholl
College of Podiatric
Medicine
(Richard B. Patterson)

1001 North Dearborn St.
Chicago, XL 60610

352

East-West University
(M. Wasi Khan)

816 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60605

166

Elmhurst college
(Ivan E. Frick)

190 Prospect
Elmhurst, IL

2231

Eureka Collage
(George A. Hearne)

300 E. College Ave.
Eureka, IL 61530

527

Greenville College
W. Richard Stephens

Greenville, IL

846

132?
60305

60126

62246
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Illinois Benedictine
Collaga
(Richard c. Becker)

5700 College Rd.
Lisle, IL 60532

Illinois college
(Donald C. Hundinger)

Jacksonville, IL

Illinois College of
optometry
(Boyd B. Banwell)

3241 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60616

959

Illinois Wesleyan uni.
(Minor Myers, Jr.)

P.O. BOX 2900
Bloomington, IL

1752

Judson College
(James W. Didier)

1151 N. State St.
Elgin, IL 60123

548

Kendall College
(Thomas J. Kerr, IV)

2408 Orrington Ave.
Evanston, IL 60201

352

Knox College
(John p. McCall)

Galesburg, IL

920

Lake Forest College
(Eugene Hotchkiss)

555 N. Sheridan Rd.
Lake Forest, IL 60045

1022

Linooln Christian Coll.
(Charles A. McNeely)

100 Campus View Dr.
Lincoln, IL 62656

403

MaoMurray College
(Edward J. Mitchell)

447 East College Avenue
Jacksonville, IL 62650

951

MoKendree College
(Gerrit J. TenBrink)

701 College Rd.
Lebanon, IL 62254

731

Hennonite College of
Nursing
(Kathleen Hogan)

804 N. East St.
Bloomington, IL

127

Millikin University
(John R. Miltner)

1184 West Main St.
Decatur, IL 62522

Monmouth College
(Bruce Haywood)

700 East Broadway
Monmouth, IL 61462

Moody Bible institute
(Joseph Stowell)

820 H. LaSalle Dr.
Chicago, IL 60610

2284

Naes college
(Faith Smith)

2838 w. Peterson
Chicago, IL 60659

68

1743

62650
894

61702

61401

61701
1959

662
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National College of
Chiropractic
(Janes F. Hinterstein)

200 E. Roosevelt Rd.
Lombard, IL 60148

6B1

North central College
Harold R. Wilde

30 North Brainard St.
P.O. Box 3063
Naperville, IL 60566-7063

1934

North Park College
3225 w. Foster Ave.
and Theological Seminary Chicago, IL 60625
(David G. Horner)

1014

olivet Nasarene Uni.
John carl Bowling

Kankakee, IL

1673

Parke collage of saint
Louis University
Peggy Baty

Falling Springs Road
Cahokia, IL 62206

Principle College
E. Timothy Lightfield

202 S. Halsted
Chicago Heights, IL

Quincy College
Rev. Janes Toal

1600 College Ave.
Quincy, IL 62301

Robert Morris college
Richard D. Pickett

180 North LaSalle Street
Chicago, IL 60601

2051

Rockford college
Norman Fintel

5050 East State St.
Rockford, IL 61108

937

Rosary College
Sr. Jean Murray

7900 W. Division St.
River Forest, IL 60305

1207

Rush University
Leo M. Henikoff

1653 W. Congress Parkway
Chicago, IL 60612

1057

60901

1054

2698
60411
1153

Saint Francis Medical
511 NE Greenleaf St.
Center college of
Peoria, IL 61603
Nursing
Sr. Mary Ludgera Pieperbeck

97

Saint Xavier University
Ronald Champagne

3700 H. 103rd St.
Chicago, IL 60655

2107

School of the Art
Institute of Chicago
Anthony Jones

37 S. Wabash
Chicago, IL 60603

1667
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Shinier College
Don P. Hoon

P.O. Box A500
Waukegan, IL 60079

76

Spertua College of
Judaiea
Howard A. Sulkin

618 s. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60605

223

Trinity Christian Coll.

6601 West College Dr.

527

Ken Bootsna

Palos Heights, IL

Trinity college
Kenneth H. Meyer

2077 Half Day Rd.
Deerfield, IL 60015

743

University of Health
6eienees/The Chicago
Medical School
Herman Finch

3333 Green Bay Rd.
North Chicago, IL 60064

1099

Tandarcook college of
Music
Roseanne K. Rosenthal

3209 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, II 60616

84

west Suburban College
of Nursing
Sandra A. Greniewicki

Erie at Austin
Oak Park, IL 60302

122

Wheaton College
J. Richard Chase

501 E. colleg Ave.
Wheaton, IL 60187

2423

Anderson university
James L. Edwards

1100 E. 5th St.
Anderson, IN 46012

1889

Bethel College
Norman Bridges

1001 W. McKinley
Mishawaka, IN 46545

670

Calumet College of
Saint Joseph
Dennis C. Rittenmeyer

2400 New York Ave.
Whiting, IN 46394

794

Depauw University
Robert G. Bottoms

Greencastle, IN

46135

2143

Earlham college
Richard J. Wood

701 National Road West
Richmond, IN 47374

1144

Franklin college of
Indiana
William Bryan Martin

501 E. Monroe
Franklin, IN 46131

864

60463

INDIANA
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Goshen College
Victor E. stoltzfus

Goshen, IN

Craaa College
John J. Davis

200 Seminary Dr.
Winona Lake, IN 46590

592

Hanover College
Russell Nichols

P.O. Box 106
Hanover, IN 47243-0108

1069

Huntington College
G. Blair Dowden

2303 college Ave.
Huntington, IN 46750

567

Indiana institute of
Technology
Donald J . Andorfer

1600 East Washington Blvd.
Fort Wayne, IN 46803

636

Indiana Wesleyan Uni.
James Barnes

4201 South Washington
Marion, IN 46953

2490

Manchester college
william P.Robinson

604 College Ave.
North Manchester, IN 46962

1102

Harlan College
Daniel A. Felicetti

3200 Cold Spring Rd.
Indianapolis, IN 46218

1028

Martin university
The Rev. Boniface
Hardin

P.O. BOX 18567
Indianapolis, IN

360

Oakland City College
James W. Murray

143 N. Lucretia Street
Oakland City, IN 47660

711

Rose-Hulman Institute
of Technology
Samuel F. Hulbert

5500 Wabash Ave.
Terre Haute, IN 47B03

1461

saint Francis college
Sr. M. JoEllen Scheetz

2701 spring St.
Fort Wayne, IN 46808

609

Saint Joseph's College
Rev. Charles Banet

Rensselaer, IN

47978

1021

saint Mary's College
William A. Hickey

Notre Dame, IN

46556

1658

Saint Mary-of-the-Woods
College
Sr. Barbara Doherty

Saint Mary-of-the-Woods, IN
47876

585

Saint Kainrad College
The Very Rev. Eugene
Hensell

Saint Meinrad, IN

122

46526

1040

46218

47577
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Taylor Univarsity
Jay L. Kasler

500 W. Reade Ave.
Upland, IN 46989

1802

Tri-Btata university
Richard A. Kenyon

Angola, IN

923

Vabash Collage
F. Sheldon Wettack

301 West Wabash Avenue
Crawfordsville, IN 47933

IOWA
Briar Cliff Collage
Sr. Margaret Hick

3303 Rebecca St.
Sioux city, IA 51104

909

Buana Vista Collage
Keith G. Briscoe

610 West Fourth Street
Storm Lake, IA 50588

2086

Central Collage
William M. Wiebenga

Pella, IA

1591

Clarke College
Sr. Catherine Dunn

1550 Clarke Dr.
Dubuque, IA 52001

Coe College
John E. Brown

Cedar Rapids, IA

52402

1073

Cornell Collage
David G. Marker

600 First Street West
Mount Vernon, IA 52314

1106

Divine Word College
Rev. Joseph D. Simon

Epworth, IA

63

Dordt College
John Hulst

Sioux Center, IA 51250

1015

Greenland Collage
William T. Higdon

Lamoni, IA

1640

Grand View college
Arthur E. Puotinen

1200 Grandview
Des Moines, IA

Grinnell college
Pamela A. Ferguson

P.O. Box 805
Grinnell, IA

Iowa Wesleyan Collage
Robert J. Prins

601 N. Main
Mt. Pleasant, IA

Loras College
James Barta

1450 Alta Vista
Dubuque, IA 52001

1644

Luther College
H. George Anderson

Decorah, IA

2311

46703

50219

816

652

52045

50140

1206
50316
1305
50112

52101

699
52641
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Maharishi International
University
fievan Morris

Route 1
Fairfield, IA

Morningside College
Miles Tommeraasen

1501 Morningside Ave.
Sioux City, IA 51106

1324

Mount Mercy college
Thomas Feld

1330 Elmhurst Dr. NE
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402

1145

Mount Saint Clare coll.
James J. Ross

400 N. Bluff Blvd.
Clinton, IA 52732
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Northwestern College
James Bultman

Orange City, IA

991

Palmar College of
Chiropractic
Donald P. Kern

looo Brady St.
Davenport, IA 52803

1746

Saint Ambrose University 518 west Locust St.
Edward J . Rogalski
Davenport, IA 52803

1862

Bimpson College
Stephen G. Jennings

701 North C St.
Indianola, IA 50125

1327

Teikyo Maryorest uni.
Wanda Bigham

1607 West 12th St.
Davenport, IA 52804

1065

Teikyo Weatmar Uni.
Joseph D. Olander

1002 - 3rd Ave. S.E.
LeMars, IA 51031

660

University of Dubuque
John A. Agria

2000 University Ave.
Dubuque, IA 52001

1016

University of Osteo
pathic Medicine and
Health Sciences
J. Leonard Azneer

3200 Grand Ave.
Des Moines, IA 50312

1301

Upper Iowa university
James R. Rocheleau

Box 1857; College and
Washington Streets
Fayette, IA 52142

1860

Hartburg College
Robert L. Vogel

Waverly, IA

1392

William Penn college
John D. Wagoner

201 Trueblood Ave.
Oskaloosa, IA 52577

902
52556

51041

50677-1003

659
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KANSAS
Baker University
Daniel M. Lambert

P.O. Box 65
Baldwin city, KS 66006-0065

1558

Benedictine College
Thomae O. James

1020 N. Second street
Atchison, XS 66002

718

Bethany College
Joel M. HcKean

421 N. First St.
Lindsborg, KS 67456

609

Bethel college
John E. Zehr

300 East 27th St.
Horth Newton, KS 67117

563

Central college
John Martin

1200 South Main
McPherson, KS 67460

291

Friends University
Biff Green

2100 University
Wichita, KS 67213

1488

Kansas Newman College
Sr. Tarcisia Roths

3100 McCormick Ave.
Wichita, KS 67213

759

Kansas Wesleyan coll.
Marshall P. Stanton

100 E. Claflin
Sallna, KS 67401

606

McPherson college
Paul W. Hoffman

1600 East Euclid;
P.O. Box 1402
McPherson, XS 67460

406

Ottawa University
Harold D. Germer

1001 S. Cedar
Ottawa, KS 66067

852

saint Mary College
Br. Peter Clifford

4100 s. 4th St. Trafficway
Leavenworth, KS 66048-5082

588

southwestern college
Carl Martin

100 College St,
Winfield, KS 67156

644

Sterling College
Roger Parrot

Sterling, KS

448

Tabor College
LeVon Balzer

400 S. Jefferson
Hillsboro, KS 67063

433

110 S. Madison St.
Adrian, MI 49221

1143

67579

MICHIGAN
Adrian college
Stanley P. Caine

Albion Collage
Melvin L. Vulgamore

611 East Porter
Albion, MI 49224

1612

Aina Collage
Alan J. Stone

Alma, MI 48801

1193

Aquinaa Collage
R. Paul Nelson

1607 Robinson Rd. SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49506

1784

Canter for Creative
Studies— Collage of
Art and Design
Josephine Kelsey

245 E. Kirby Street
Detroit, MI 48202-4013

781

Cleary college
Thomas Sullivan

2170 Washtenaw Ave,
Ypsilanti, MI 48197

655

Concordia College
James M. Koerschen

4090 Geddes Rd.
Ann Arbor, MI 48105

519

OKI Engineering and
Management Institute
William b. Cottingam

1700 W. Third Ave.
Flint, MI 48504

2382

Grace Bible College
Rev. Bruce Kemper

i o n Aldon St.; P.O. Box 910
Grand Rapids, MI 49509

80

Grand Rapids Baptist
College and Seminary
Rex M. Rogers

1001 E. Beltline NE
Grand Rapids, MI 49505

823

Hillsdale College
George Charles Roche,
III

33 E. College
Hillsdale, MI

1159

Kalamasoo college
Lawrence D. Bryan

1200 Academy St.
Kalamazoo, MI 49007

1271

Kendall college of
Art and Design
Charles L. Diehl

111 Division Ave. North
Grand Rapids, MI 49503

611

Marygrove college
John E. Shay, Jr.

8425 West McNichols
Detroit, MI 48221

1112

49242

Michigan Christian Coll. 800 W. Avon Rd.
Rochester Hills, MI 48307
Kenneth L. Johnson
Nazareth College
Oliver H. Evans

3333 Gull Rd.
Kalamazoo, MI

222
242

49001
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Olivet College
Donald A. Morris

Dole Hall
Olivet, MI 49076

673

Beered Heart Major
seminary
Msgr. John Nienstedt

2701 Chicago Blvd.
Detroit, MI 48206

127

Saint Mary's College
Edward D. Meyer

3535 Indian Trail
Orchard Lake, MI 48324

320

Siena Heights College
sr. cathleen Real

1247 E. Siena Heights Dr.
Adrian, MI 49221

1138

Spring Arbor College
Allen Carden

Spring Arbor, MI

1614

49283

valeh college of
3838 Livernois; P.O. Box 7006
Aeoountanoy and Business Troy, MI 48007
Administration
David Spencer

1878

William Tyndale collage
James Clark McHann

35700 West Twelve Mile Rd.
Farmington Hills, MI 48331

247

Bethel College
George K. Brushaber

3900 Bethel Dr.
St. Paul, MN 55112

1939

carleton College
Stephen Lewis

One N. College St.
Northfield, MN 55057

1623

College of Saint
Benedict
Sr. Colman O'Connell

37 South College Ave.
Saint Joseph, MN 56374

1755

College of Saint
Scholastics
Daniel H. Pilon

1200 Kenwood Ave.
Duluth, MN 55811

1719

Concordia College

275 N. Syndicate St.
St. Paul, MN 55104

1091

crown College
Bill W. Lanpher

6425 County Road 30
St. Bonifacius, MN 55375

536

Doctor Martin Luther
College
Lloyd O. Huebner

1884 College Heights
New Ulm, MN 56073

512

Gustavus Adolphus
College

800 W. College Ave.
St. Peter, MN 56082

2271

MINNESOTA
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Hamline University
Larry Osnes

1536 Hewitt Ave.
St. Paul, MN 55104

2228

MacAlester collage
Robert H. Gavin, Jr.

1600 Grand Ave.
St. Paul, MN 55105

1776

Minneapolis College of
Art end Design
John S. Slorp

2501 Stevens Ave. S.
Minneapolis, MN 55404

570

North Central Bible
College
Dohn H. Argue

910 Elliot Ave. South
Minneapolis, MN 55404

1103

Northwestern College
Donald 0. Ericksen

3003 North Snelling Ave.
St. Paul, MN 55113

1147

Saint Mary's college of
Minnesota
Br. Louis De Thomasis

700 Terrace Heights
Winona, MN 55987-1399

1960

saint John's University
Br. Deitrich Reinhart

Collegeville, MN

1906

56321

MISSOURI
Avila College
Larry Kramer

11901 Wornall Rd.
Kansas City, MO 64145

891

Central Methodist Coll.
Joe Howell

Fayette, MO

856

College of the Osarks
Jerry C. Davis

Point Lookout, M0

Conception Seminary
College
Rev* Gregory Polan

P.O. Box 502
Conception, M0

Culver-Stookton college
Edwin B. Strong, Jr.

Canton, M0

Deaconess college of
Nursing
Elizabeth Ann Krekovian

6150 Oakland Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63139

266

Drury College
John E. Moore, Jr.

900 North Benton
Springfield, MO 65802

2447

Evangel College
Robert H. Spence

1111 North Glenstone
Springfield, MO 65602

1388

6524B
65726

1558
75

64433

63435

1094
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Fontbonne college
Meneve Dunham

6800 Wydown Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63105

843

Hannibal-LaGrange
College
Paul Brown

2800 Palmyra Rd.
Hannibal, MO 63401

632

Xensee city Art
Institute
Beatrice Rivas Sanchez

4415 Warwick Blvd.
Kansas City, MO 64111

542

Lindenwood college
Dennis c. Spellman

209 South Kingshighway
St. Charles, MO 63301

2145

togas College of
Chiropreotio
Beatrice B. Hagen

1851 Schoettler Rd.;
P.O. Box 1065
Chesterfield, MO 63006

669

Maryville University
of St. Louis
Claudius Pritchard

13550 Conway Rd.
St. Louis, MO 63141

2074

Missouri Baptist Coll.
Thomas S. Field

12542 Conway Rd.
St. Louis, MO 63141

716

Missouri Talley College
Earl J. Reeves

500 East College
Marshall, MO 65340

1032

Park College
Donald J. Breckon

8700 River Park Drive
Parkville, MO 64152

2171

Research college of
Nursing
Barbara Clemence

2316 East Meyer Blvd.
Kansas City, MO 64132

194

Rookhurst College
Rev. Thomas J. Savage

1100 Rockhurst Rd.
Kansas city, MO 64110

1744

Saint Louis College of
Pharmacy
Sumner M. Robinson

4588 Parkview PI.
St. Louis, M0 63110

750

Southwest Baptist Uni.
Wayne Gott

1601 S. Springfield
Bolivar, MO 65613

2230

Stephens college
Patsy H. Sampson

Columbia, MO

845

Westminster College
J. Harvey Saunders

501 Westminster Ave.
Fulton, MO 65251-1299

718

William Jewel College

Liberty, MO

1533

65215

64068
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Gordon Kingsley
William Woods Collage
Jahnae Barnett

Fulton, MO

65251

724

MEBRABKA
Bishop Clarkson Collage
Fay Bower

101 S. 42nd St.
Omaha, NE 68131-2715

234

College of Saint Hary
Kenneth Nielsen

1901 S, 72nd St.
Omaha, NE 68124

859

Concordia college
Orville Walz

800 N. Columbia Ave.
Seward, NE 68434

820

Dons College
Myrvin Christopherson

2848 College Drive
Blair, NE 68008

467

Doane College
Frederic D. Brown

1014 Boswell Avenue
Crete/ NE 68333

1242

Bastings Collage
Thomas J. Reeves

720-N. Turner; P.O. Box 269
Hastings, NE 68902

929

Midland Lutheran Coll.
Carl L. Hansen

900 Clarkson St.
Fremont, NE 68025

943

Nebraska Methodist
College of nursing and
Allied Health
Roger Koehler

8501 West Dodge Rd.
Omaha, NE 68114

389

Nebraska Wesleyan Uni.
John W. White, Jr.

5000 St. Paul Ave.
Lincoln, NE 68504

1480

Union College
John G. Kerbs
york College
Larry Roberts

3800 S. 48th St.
Lincoln, NE 68506
York, NE 68467

546

college of Santa Fe
James Fries

1600 St. Michael's Dr.
Sante Fe, NM 87501

911

College of the
Southwest
Joan M.Tucker

6610 Lovington Highway
Hobbs, NM 88240

255

saint John*s collage
John Agresto

Santa Fe, NM

454

303

MEW MEXICO

87501-4599
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NORTH DAKOTA
Jamestown Collage
Janes S. Walker

Jamestown, ND

Hedoenter one Collage
of Nursing
Inez G. Hinsvark

512 N. Seventh St.
Bismarck, ND 58501

109

Trinity Bible College
Ray Trask

50 S. Sixth Avenue
Ellendale, ND 58436

407

university of Mary
Sr. Thomas Welder

7500 University Dr.
Bismarck, ND 58504

1437

Art Academy of
Cinoinnati
Roger Williams

1125 St. Gregory St.
Cincinnati, OH 45202

216

Athenaeum of Ohio
The Rev. Robert J.
Hooney

6616 Beechmont Ave.
Cincinnati, OH 45230

220

Bluffton College
Elmer Neufeld

280 W. College Ave.
Bluffton, OH 45817-1196

665

cedarville College
Paul Dixon

North Main St.; Box 601
Cedarville, OH 45314

2046

Cinoinnati Bible
College and Seminary
c. Barry McCarty

2700 Glenway Ave.
Cincinnati, OH 45204

725

Cinoinnati college of
Mortuary seienee
Dan L. Flory

Cohen Center; 3860 Pacific Ave.
Cincinnati, o h 45207-1033

124

Cleveland College of
Jewish Studies
David S. Ariel

26500 Shaker Blvd.
Beachwood, 0H 44122

110

Cleveland institute of
Art
Robert A. Mayer

11141 East Blvd.
Cleveland, OH 44106

432

Cleveland Institute of
Music
David Cerone

11021 East Blvd.
Cleveland, OH 44106

354

58401

993

OHIO
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Collage of Mount fit.
Joseph
Sr. Frances Marie
Thrailkill

5701 Delhi Rd.
Cincinnati, OH

Collage of Booster
Henry J. Copeland

Wooster, OH

Columbus college of
Art and Design
Joseph V. Canzani

107 N. Ninth St.
Columbus, OH 43215

1255

Defiance College, The
Marvin J. Ludwig

701 North cinton St.
Defiance, OH 43512

784

Denison University
Michelle Meyers

P.O. Box B
Granville, OH

1886

Dyke College
John C. Corfias

112 Prospect Ave. SE
Cleveland, OH 44115

1684
45233

44691

1829

43023

Franciscan university
Franciscan Hay
of Steubenville
Steubenville, OH
The Rev. Michael Scanlan

919
1539

43952

Heidelberg College
William C. Cassell

310 East Market St.
Tiffin, OH 44883

1117

Hiram Collage
G. Benjamin Oliver

Hiram, OH

1209

44234

Kenyon college
Gambier, OH
Philip Harding Jordan, Jr.

43022-9623

1493

Lake Erie college
Harold F. Laydon

391 W. Washington St.
Painesville, OH 44077

755

Lourdes College
Sr. M. Ann Francis
Klimkowski

6832 Convent Blvd.
Sylvania, OH 43560

744

Malone College
E. Arthur Self

515 25th St. NW
Canton, OH 44709

1418

Marietta College
Patrick McDonough

Marietta, OH

45750

1099

Mount Union College
Harold M. Kolenbrander

1972 Clark Ave.
Alliance, OH 44601

1383

Mount Vernon Hasarena
E. LeBron Fairbanks

800 Martinsburg Rd.
Mount Vernon, OH 43050

999
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Muskingum College
Samuel w. speck

Montgomery Hall
Hew Concord, OH

Motre Dame College
Sr. Marla Loehr

4545 College Rd.
South Euclid, OH

Ohio Dominican College
Sr. Mary Andrew
Matesich

1216 Sunbury Rd.
Columbus, OH 43219

1133

Ohio Wesleyan University 61 St. Sandusky St.
David L. Warren
Delaware, OH 43015

2007

Otterbein College
c . Brent DeVore

Westerville, OH

2034

Pontifical College
Josephinum
The Very Rev. Blase
Cupich

7625 North High St.
Columbus, OH 43235

115

Tiffin University
George Kidd, Jr.

155 Miami St.
Tiffin, OH 44883

759

Trinity Lutheran
Seminary
Dennis A. Anderson

2199 E. Main St.
Columbus, OH 43209-2334

176

Union Institute
Robert T. Conley

440 E. McMillan St.
Cincinnati, o h 45206-1947

1230

University of Findlay
Kenneth £. Zirkle

1000 North Main St.
Findlay, OH 45B40

1889

University of Rio Grande Rio Grande, OH
Barry M. Dorsey

1119
43762
631
44121

43081

45674

1814

Urbana University
Francis Hazard

579 college Way
Urbana, OH 43078-9988

760

Ursuline college
Sr. Anne Marie
Diederich

579 College Way
Urbana, OH 43078-9988

760

Walsh College
Brother Francis Blouin

2020 Easton St. nw
Canton, OH 44720

1275

wilbarforcs University
John Henderson

Wilberforce, OH

796

45384
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Wilmington College
Nell Thorburn

P.O. Box 1185
Wilmington, OH

Wittenberg University
William Andrew Kinnison

P.O. Box 720
Springfield, OH

1584
45177
2280
45501

OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville Wesleyan
College
Paul R. Mills

2201 Silver Lake Rd.
Bartlesville, OK 74006

365

Mid-America Bible Coll.
The Rev. Forrest
Robinson

3500 S.W. 119th St.
Oklahoma City, OK 73170

182

Oklahoma Baptist uni.
Bob R. Agee

500 University
Shawnee, OK 74801

1723

Oklahoma Christian Uni.
of Science and Arts
J. Terry Johnson

Box 11000
Oklahoma City, OK

Phillips University
Robert D. Peck

Box 2000 University Station
100 University Ave.
Enid, OK 73701

679

Southern Hazarene uni.
Loren P. Gresham

6729 NW 39th Expressway
Bethany, OK 73008

1311

Southwestern College of
Christian Ministries
Ronald Q. Moore

7210 NW 39th Expresssway;
P.O. Box 340
Bethany, OK 73008

117

Augustana College
Lloyd Svendsbye

29th & Summit
Sioux Falls, SC 57197

1743

Dakota Wesleyan Uni.
James B. beddow

Mitchell, SD 57301

618

Huron University
R. John Reynolds

333 Ninth Street, SW
Huron, SD 57350

660

Mount Marty college
Sr. Jacquelyn Ernster

1105 West Eight St.
Yankton, SD 57078

792

National College
Vincent Zocco

321 Kansas City St.;
P.O. Box 1780
Rapid City, SD 57701

792

1532
73136

SOUTH DAKOTA
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Presentation Collag*
Sr. Bernadette Bodine

1500 N. Main
Aberdeen, SD

Sioux Falla Collage
Thomas F. Johnson

1501 S. Prairie Ave.
Sioux Falls, SD 57105

744

Aldoraon-Boraddus coll.
w. Christian Sizemore

Philippi, WV

712

Bethany collage
D. Duane cummins

Bethany, wv

404
57401

WEST VIRGINIA
26416
26031

742

Collage of West Virginia 609 S. Kanawha St.; P.O. Box AG
Charles Polk
Beckley, WV 25801

1421

Davis and Elkins coll.
Dorothy I. MacConkey

100 Sycamore St.
Elkins, WV 26241

777

Ohio Valley college
Keith Stotts

College Parkway
Parkersburg, WV

Salem-Teikyo university
Ronald E . Ohl

223 W. Main St., P.O. Box 500
Salem, WV 26426

246
26101
735

University of charleston 2300 Maccorkle Ave.
Edwin H. Welch
Charleston, WV 25304

1033

West Virginia Wesleyan
college
Thomas B. Courtice

college Ave.
Buckhannon, WV

1497

Wheeling Jesuit College
Fr. Thomas S. Acker

316 Washington Ave.
Wheeling, WV 26003

1114

Alverno College
Sr. Joel Read

3401 S. 39th St.
P.O. Box 343922
Milwaukee, WI 53234-3922

1893

Beilin college of
Nursing
Joyce McCollum

929 Cass; P.O. Box 23400
Green Bay, WI 54305

226

Beloit College
Victor E. Ferrall, Jr.

700 College Street
Beloit, WI 53511

1107

Carroll College
A. Paul Jones

100 North East Ave.
Waukesha, WI 53186

1783

26201

WISCONSIN
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Carthage Collage
F. Gregory Campbell

2001 Alford Dr.
Kenosha, WI 53140

1509

Columbia college of
Nursing
Harion Snyder

2121 E. Newport Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53211

213

Coneordia university
R. John Buuck

12800 N. Lake Shore Dr. 9W
Mequon, WI 53092

2205

Edgavood College
James A. Ebben

855 Woodrow St.
Madison, WI 53711

1058

Lakeland College
David R. Black

P.O. Box 359
Sheboygan, WI

1439

Lawrence University
Richard March

P.O. 599
Appleton, WI

Marian College of Fond
Du Lac
Matthew G. Flanigan

45 S. National Ave.
Fond DU Lac, WI 54935

1680

Medical college of
Wisconsin
Michael T. Bolger

8701 Watertown Plank Rd.
Milwaukee, WI 53226

912

Milwaukee institute of
Art and Design
Terrence J. Coffman

342 North Water St.
Milwaukee, WI 53202

437

Milwaukee school of
Engineering
Hermann Viets

P.O. Box 644
Milwaukee, WI

2260

Mount Mary College
Sr. Ruth Hollenbach

2900 N. Menomonee River Parkway
Milwaukee, WI 53222

1171

Mount Senario College
John M. Cable

1500 West College Ave.
Ladysmith, WI 54848

599

Northland College
Robert R. Parsonage

1411 Ellis Ave.
Ashland, WI 54806

752

Northwestern college
Robert J. Voss

1300 Western Ave.
Watertown, WI 53094

204

Ripon College
William R. Stott, Jr.

300 Seward St.; P.O. Box 248
Ripon, WI 54971

805

53082-0359
1184
54912

53201

saint Norbert collage
Thomas A. Hanion

100 Grant St.
De Pere, WI 54115-2099

1831

Silver Lake collage
Sr. Barbara Belinske

2406 S. Alverno Rd.
Manitowoc, WI 54220

555

Viterbo Collage
Richard Todd Anderson

B15 South Ninth St.
Pewaukee, WI 53072

965

Wisconsin'Lutheran
Gary J. Greenfield

6800 W. Bluemound Rd.
Milwaukee, WI 53226

277
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Pilot Study Cover Letter

March 3, 1993

Dear
I am presently employed at Lees-McRae College in Banner
Elk, North Carolina as Vice-President of Student Services
and Campus Facilities.
I am currently in the process of
completing my doctorate in Educational Administration at
East Tennessee state University. My dissertation topic is
on assessing role conflict role ambiguity, role frustration
and job satisfaction of college presidents at small private
colleges.
I realize your schedule is very busy and
demanding, but your participation is important in examining
the difficult role the college president is called on to
perform.
I am requesting you complete the enclosed
questionnaire which should only take approximately ten to
fifteen minutes of your time and return it in the pre
addressed posted envelope by March 20, 1993, but sooner if
at all possible.
I hope the research will prove to be
valuable in understanding the complex role of the college
president.
I can assure you your responses will be confidential.
I appreciate your willingness to provide a prompt reply.
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely,

Gary W. Juhan

APPENDIX E
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Study Instrument
College Presidents
Rale Ambiguity. Role Conflict, Bole Frustration
and Job Satisfaction Scale
Dear Respondent:
This brief questionnaire is designed to: In Part l,
collect information on the level of role ambiguity, role
conflict and role frustration experienced by college presidents
and assess how these factors effect job satisfaction. Part 11
ask for basic demographic data pertaining to your education and
experience. The questionnaire will only take approximately ten
minutes to complete.
Please return the questionnaire by April 15, 1993 in the
enclosed self-addressed envelope. Thank you for participating
in the survey1
Part 1
Select one of the following values that best describes how you
feel about each statement below.
1
SA
Strongly
Agree

2
A
Agree

3
HA
Mildly
Agree

4
MD
Mildly
Disagree

5
D
Disagree
SA

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

A

6
SD
Strongly
Disagree
MA HD D

SD

I am satisfied with the level of
compensation I receive.

1 2

3

4

5 6

The policies and the various rules and
regulations of the college that affect
my job are clearly defined.

1 2

3

4

5 6

I have adequate time to accomplish the
tasks that are required of a college
president on a daily basis.

1 2

3

4

5 6

Too much of my time is taken up in phone
calls and/or office appointments.

1 2

3

4

5 6

I have sufficient time to think,
reflect and contemplate on the life and
direction of the college.

1 2

3

4

5 6

I am clear on what others expect of me
in the performance of my duties.

1 2

3

4

5 6

The quality of my work suffers
due to the daily demands placed on my
time.

1

3

4

5

2

6
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Strongly Agree=SA
Agree=A
8.

Mildly Agree=MA
Mildly Disagree=MD

Disagree-D
Strongly Disagree=SD
SA A MA MD D SD

1 an torn between the different
constituencies, i.e. faculty, staff,
students, alumni and donors, with whom
I work.

1

Congenial work relationships are
valued at my institution.

10. It is as clear as I would like it to
be about what I have to do.

9.

11. There are clearly planned goals and
objectives for my job.

2 3

4

5

6

1 2

3

4

5

6

1 2

3

4

5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

12. I do not have any difficulty in
dividing my time effectively.

1 2

3

4

5 6

13. I long for the day I can return to the
classroom.

1 2

3

4

5 6

14. I always know what the Chairman of my
Board of Trustees expects of me.

1 2

3

4

5

15. The Board of Trustees is clear in
expressing their expectations of me.

1 2

3

4

5 6

16. I am satisfied with the wide variety of
activities I perform in my position.

1 2

3

4

5 6

17. I never feel frustrated with the
many roles I am expected to perform.

1 2

3

4

5 6

18. I often feel caught in the middle between
trying to appease faculty, administrators
and staff.
1 2

3

4

5 6

19. I often have to dedicate resources on
campus to one area at the expense of
another area.

1 2

3

4

5 6

20. I am satisfied with the amount of
influence 1 have on my campus.

1 2

3

4

5 6

21. I am able to successfully cope with the
challenges of my position.

1 2

3

4

5 6

22. In conversation with the Chairman of the
Board of Trustees, I always know what is
expected of me.

1 2

3

4

5 6

6
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Strongly Agree=SA
Agree-A

Mildly Agree=MA
Mildly Disagree=MD

Disagree-D
Strongly Disagree-SD
SA

A

MA MD D

SD

23. 1 like my job better than the average
worker does.

1 2

3 4

5 6

24. I often feel frustrated with the many
roles I am required to perform.

1 2

3 4

5 6

25. l have considered resigning my presidency
within the past l to 6 months.

1 2

3 4

5 6

26. Almost every decision I make has an
adverse effect on some group or
individual within the college community.

1 2

3 4

5 6

27. I enjoy the prestige of being a college
president.

1 2

3 4

5 6

2B. I have considered resigning* my presidency
within the past 6 to 12 months.

1 2

3 4

5 6

29. My presidency enjoys adequate influence
and power on campus.

1 2

3 4

5 6

30. I know exactly what is expected of me.

1 2

3 4

5 6

31. l am mentally challenged daily by the
duties I am expected to perform.

1 2

3 4

5 6

32. Occasionally my physical health has been
adversely affected by the pressures of
my presidency.

1 2

3 4

5 6

33. When I wake up in the morning, I
feel reluctant to go to work.

1 2

3 4

5 6

34. When X am at the office, I
wish I could be somewhere else.

1 2

3 4

5 6

35. I would like to find a better job than
my current one as soon as possible.

1 2

3 4

5 6

36. it is difficult to manage the daily
operation of the college as well as
secure the necessary financial support.

1 2

3 4

5 6

37. I often cannot accomplish what I set out
to do each day.

1 2

3 4

5 6
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Part II-Deraographic Data
1.

Age presently

2.

Age when appointed president at your current Institution__

3.

Gender:

4.

Number of years president at your current institution. ___

5.

Is your current presidency your first presidency? Yes (l)
No (2)
If no the total number of years you have been a college
president. __

6.

Number of years of educational administrative experience.

7.

Undergraduate Major_________________

8.

Graduate Major____________ '

9.

What is the religious affiliation of your
institution?_____________

Male

__

(l)

Female

(2)

10. Race:
African American
(1) Caucasian (2)
other(please specify)(3)___________
11. Highest Degree Earned Ph.D.
MBA

(4)

M.A./M.S

(5)

(1)
B.A/B.S.

Ed.D.
(6)

Other(specify) ____________(8)
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
Return TO:

Gary Juhan
P.O. BOX 679
Banner Elk, North Carolina

28604

(2)
J.D.

M.D.
(7)

(3)
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gpyer .Letter-Studv

March 28, 1993

I an presently employed at Lees-McRae College in Banner
Elk, North Carolina as Vice-President of Student Services
and Campus Facilities.
I am currently in the process of
completing my doctorate in Educational Administration at
East Tennessee State University.
My dissertation topic is
on assessing role conflict, role ambiguity, role frustration
and job satisfaction of college presidents at small private
colleges.
I realize your schedule is very busy and
demanding, but your participation is important in examining
the difficult role the college president is called on to
perform.
I am requesting you complete the enclosed
questionnaire which should only take approximately ten
minutes of your time and return it in the pre-addressed
posted envelope by April 15, 1993, but sooner if at all
possible.
I hope the research will prove to be valuable in
understanding the complex role of the college president.
I can assure you your responses will be confidential.
I appreciate your willingness to provide a prompt reply.
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely,

Gary W. Juhan

APPENDIX G
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President ’s Undergraduate Major
Frequency Distribution
Frequency
English
History
Religion
Secondary Education
Christian Education
Social Studies
Political Science
Music
International Affairs
Business
Psychology
Math
Teacher Education
Greek
Philosophy
Communications
Accounting
Economics
Physical Education
Pre-Med
Chemistry
Biology
Engineering
Physics
Sociology
Technology Education
Journalism
Total

Percent

26
28
13
4
1
3
3
2
1
9
4
6
2
2
8
2
2
6
1
1
2
4
2
1
2
1
1
4

18.4
19.9
9.2
2.8
.7
2.1
2.1
1.4
.7
6.4
2.8
4.3
1.4
1.4
5.7
1.4
1.4
4.3
.7
.7
1.4
2.8
1.4
.7
1.4
.7
.7
2.8

141

100.0

Missing
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President's Graduate Maior
Frequency Distribution
Frequency
English
9
History
10
Higher Ed Administration 34
31
Religion/Theology
Statistics
1
Social Studies
2
3
Secondary Education
Political Science
3
Music
1
Business
3
4
Psychology
Math
2
1
Teacher Education
Counseling
4
Public Policy
1
1
Evangelism
Greek
1
Philosophy
4
Communication
1
Economics
6
Ethics
2
Medicine
2
Chemistry
2
Chiropractic
2
Law
4
Physics
1
Sociology
1
Science
1
Zoology
1

Percent
6
7
24
22
1
2
2
2
2
1
2

2
4
1
1
1
1
2

2

Total

141

100.0

Missing
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Religious Affiliation of Surveyed Institution
Frequency Distribution
Frequency
None
Baptist
Presbyterian
Methodist
Lutheran
Moravian
Church of God
Roman Catholic
Christian Church
United Church of Christ
Wesleyan
Seventh Day Adventist
Congregational
Mennonite
Quaker
Church of the Nazarene
Pentecostal Holiness
Total

Percent

25
32
18
23
4
1
1
8
7
6
1
3
1
1
2
1
1
6

17.7
22.7
12.8
16.3
2.8
.7
.7
5.7
5.0
4.3
.7
2.1
.7
.7
1.4
.7
.7
4.3

141

100.0

Missing

APPENDIX J
AGE APPOINTED PRESIDENT

Age-Appointed-President
Age

Frequency

Perci

26
30
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
64
66
68
71

1
1
2
1
3
2
4
1
6
7
7
6
6
9
7
6
4
8
4
7
4
3
8
3
7
4
2
4
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2

.7
.7
1.4
.7
2.1
1.4
2.8
.7
4.3
5.0
5.0
4.3
4.3
6.4
5.0
4.3
2.8
5.7
2.8
5.0
2.8
2.1
5.7
2.1
5.0
2.8
1.4
2.8
.7
1.4
1.4
.7
1.4
.7
.7
.7
.7
1.4

Total

141

100.0
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President's Years of Educational Administrative Experience
Years
0
1
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
38
39
40
43
46
50

Total

Frequency
3
1 .
4
1 .
2
3
1 .
1
3
1
2
4
5
2
5
7
5
5
3
16
3
5
5
10
8
2
3
2
2
2
2
4
2
2
4
1
2
2
1
1
1
3

141

Percent
2.1
7
2.8
7
1.4
2.1
7
.7
2.1
.7
1.4
2.8
3.5
1.4
3.5
5.0
3.5
3.5
2.1
11.3
2.1
3.5
3.5
7.1
5.7
1.4
2.1
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
2.8
1.4
1.4
2.8
.7
1.4
1.4
.7
.7
.7
2.1

100.0

Missing
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Summary of Instrument Responses Bv Items
Q 1. I am satisfied with the level of compensation I
receive.
Value Label
strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

Value

Frequency

Percent

1
2
3
4
5
6

49
66
18
5
2
1

34.8
46.8
12.8
3.5
1.4
.7

Total

141

100.0

Q 2. The policies and the various rules and regulations
of the college that affect my job are clearly defined.
Value Label
strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree

Q 3. I have adeqi
are required of a
Value Label
strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

Value

Frequency

Percent

1
2
3
4
5

43
63
24
9
2

30.5
44.7
17.0
6.4
1.4

Total

141

100.0

to accomplish the tasks that
resident on a daily basis.
Value

Frequency

Percent

1
2
3
4
5
6

8
27
30
28
36
12

5.7
19.1
21.3
19.9
25.5
8.5

Total

141

100.0

Q 4. Too much of my time is taken up in phone calls
and/or office appointments.
Value Label
strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
Mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

Value

Frequency

Percent

1
2
3
4
5
6

6
34
42
27
28
4

4.3
24.1
29.8
19.1
19.9
2.8

Total

141

100.0

Q 5. I have sufficient time to think, reflect and
contemplate on the life and direction of the college.
Value Label
strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

Value

Frequency

Percent

1
2
3
4
5
6

6
23
21
26
50
15

4.3
16.3
14.9
18.4
35.5
10.6

Total

141

100.0

Q 6.
I am clear on what others expect of me in the
performance of my duties.
Value Label
strongly agree
agree
Mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

Value

Frequency

1
2
3
4
5
6

17
74
27
15
6
2

Total

141

Percent
12.1
52.5
19.1
10.6
4.3
1.4
100.0
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Q 7. The quality of my work suffers due to the dally
demands on my time.
Value Label
strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

Value

Frequency

1
2
3
4
5
6
Missing
Total

Percent

10
32
45
19
27
7
1

7.1
22.7
31.9
13.5
19.1
5.0
.7

141

100.0

Q 8. I am torn between the different constituencies,i.e.
faculty, staff, students, alumni and donors, with whom I
work.
Value Label

Value

strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

1
2
3
4
5
6
Missing
Total

Frequency

Percent

13
21
40
25
35
4
3

9.2
14.9
28.4
17.7
24.8
2.8
2.1

141

100.0

Q 9. Congenial work relationships are valued at
my institution.
Value Label

Value

strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
strongly disagree

1
2
3
4
6
Missing

Total

Frequency

Percent

54
74
8
1
1
3

38.3
52.5
5.7
.7
.7
2.1

141

100.0
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Q 10.
It is as clear as I would like it to be about
what I have to do.
Value Label

Value

strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree

1
2
3
4
5
Missing
Total

Q 11.

Frequency

Percent

23
66
21
21
4
6

16.3
46.8
14.9
14.9
2.8
4.3

141

100.0

There are clearly planned goals and objectives for my

job.
Value Label

Value

strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

1
2
3
4
5
6
Missing
Total

Frequency

Percent

24
64
27
13
8
2
3

17.0
45.4
19.1
9.2
5.7
1.4
2.1

141

100.0

Q 12.
I do not have difficulty in dividing my time
effectively.
Value Label

Value

strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

1
2
3
4
5
6
Hissing

Total

Frequency

Percent

1
26
39
43
27
2
3

.7
18.4
27.7
30.5
19.1
1.4
2.1

141

100.0
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Q 13.

I long for the day I can return to the classroom.

Value Label

Value

strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

1
2
3
4
5
6
Missing
Total

Frequency

Percent

2
8
22
18
47
36
6

1.4
5.7
15.6
12.8
33.3
27.0
4.3

141

100.0

Q 14. 1 always know what the chairman of my Board of
Trustees expects of me.
Value Label

Value

strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

1
2
3
4
5
6
Missing
Total

Frequency

Percent

37
58
21
13
5
3
4

26.2
41.1
14.9
9.2
3.5
2.1
2.8

141

100.0

Q 15. The Board of Trustees is clear in expressing
their expectations of me.
Value Label

Value

strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

1
2
3
4
5
6
Missing

Total

Frequency

Percent

27
60
32
10
6
3
3

19.1
42.6
22.7
7.1
4.3
2.1
2.1

141

100.0

180
Q 16.
I am satisfied with the wide variety of activities
I perform in my position.
Value Label

Value

strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree

1
2
3
4
5
Hissing
Total

Frequency

Percent

42
64
22
8
1
4

29.8
45.4
15.6
5.7
.7
2.8

141

100.0

Q 17. I never feel frustrated with the many roles
I am expected to perform.
Value Label

Value

strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

1
2
3
4
5
6
Missing
Total

Frequency

Percent

2
17
22
44
37
15
4

1.4
12.1
15.6
31.2
26.2
10.6
2.8

141

100.0

Q 18.
I often feel caught in the middle between
trying to appease faculty, administrators and staff.
Value Label

Value

strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

1
2
3
4
5
6
Hissing

Total

Frequency

Percent

10
18
38
25
37
10
3

7.1
12.8
27.0
17.7
26.2
7.1
2.1

141

100.0

Q 19.
I often have to dedicate resources on campus
to one area at the expense of another area.
Value Label
strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
Disagree
strongly disagree

Value Frequency
1
23
2
57
40
3
4
9
8
5
6
1
Hissing
3
Total

141

Percent
16.3
40.4
28.4
6.4
5.7
.7
2.1
100.0

Q 20.
I am satisfied with the amount of influence
I have on my campus.
Value Label
strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree

Value Frequency
1
25
82
2
3
23
4
4
5
4
Hissing
3
Total

141

Percent
17.7
58.2
16.3
2.8
2.8
2.1
100.0

Q 21.
I am able to successfully cope with the
challenges of my position.
Value Label

Value

strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree

1
2
3
4
5
Hissing

Total

Frequency

Percent

25
86
22
3
2
3

17.7
61.0
15.6
2.1
1.4
2.1

141

100.0

182
Q 22.
In conversation with the Chairman of the Board
of Trustees, I always know what is expected of me.
Value Label
strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

Value Frequency
35
1
2
63
3
25
4
8
5
2
6
4
Missing
4
Total

Q 23.

141

Percent
24.8
44.7
17.7
5.7
1.4
2.8
2.8
100.0

I like my job better than the average worker does.

Value Label

Value

strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree

1
2
3
4
5
Missing
Total

Frequency

Percent

61
61
11
6
1
1

43.3
43.3
7.8
4.3
.7
.7

141

100.0

Q 24.
I often feel frustrated with the many roles
I am required to perform.
Value Label

Value

strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

1
2
3
4
5
6
Missing

Total

Frequency

Percent

7
32
38
21
33
9
1

5.0
22.7
27.0
14.9
23.4
6.4
.7

141

100.0

183
Q 25. I have considered resigning my presidency
within the past 1 to 6 months.
Value Label

Value

strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

1
2
3
4
5
6
Hissing
Total

Frequency

Percent

9
17
17
6
26
64
2

6.4
12.1
12.1
4.3
18.4
45.4
1.4

141

100.0

Q 26. Almost every decision I make has an adverse effect
on some group or individual within the college community.
Value Label
strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

Q 27.

Value

Frequency

Percent

1
2
3
4
5
6

3
17
20
30
51
20

2.1
12.1
14.2
21.3
36.2
14.2

Total

141

100.0

I enjoy the prestige of being a college president.

Value Label

Value

strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree

1
2
3
4
5
Missing

Total

Frequency

Percent

19
66
45
6
4
1

13.5
46.8
31.9
4.3
2.8
.7

141

100.0

184
Q 28.
I have considered resigning my presidency
within the past 6 to 12 months.
Value Label

Value

strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

1
2
3
4
5
6
Missing
Total

Frequency

Percent

8
25
12
6
21
65
4

5.7
17.7
8.5
4.3
14.9
46.1
2.8

141

100.0

Q 29. My presidency enjoys adequate influence
and power on campus.
Value Label

Value

strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
strongly disagree

1
2
3
4
6
Missing
Total

Q 30.

Frequency

Percent

27
72
33
5
1
3

19.1
51.1
23.4
3.5
.7
2.1

141

100.0

I know exactly what is expected of me.

Value Label

Value

strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

1
2
3
4
5
6
Missing
Total

Frequency

Percent

19
58
37
14
10
1
2

13.5
41.1
26.2
9.9
7.1
.7
1.4

141

100.0

Q 31.
X am mentally challenged dally by the duties
I am expected to perform.
Value Label
strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree

Value

Frequency

Percent

1
2
3
4
5

48
63
20
9
1

34.0
44.7
14.2
6.4
.7

Total

141

100.0

Q 32. Occasionally my physical health has been
adversely affected by the pressures of my presidency.
Value Label
strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

Value

Frequency

Percent

1
2
3
4
5
6

12
26
31
9
43
20

8.5
18.4
22.0
6.4
30.5
14.2

Total

141

100.0

Q 33. When I wake up in the morning, I feel
reluctant to go to work.
Value Label

Value

strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

1
2
3
4
5
6
Missing

Total

Frequency

Percent

1
1
11
23
45
59
1

.7
.7
7.8
16.3
31.9
41.8
.7

141

100.0

186
Q 34. When I am at the office, I wish I could be
somewhere else.
Value Label

Value

agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
Disagree
strongly disagree

2
3
4
5
6
Missing
Total

Frequency

Percent

1
12
23
56
48
1

.7
8.5
16.3
39.7
34.0
.7

141

100.0

Q 35.
I would like to find a better job than my current
one as soon as possible.
Value Label
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

Value

Frequency

Percenl

2
3
4
5
6

2
6
8
51
74

1.4
4.3
5.7
36.2
52.5

Total

141

100.0

Q 36.
It is difficult to manage the daily operation of the
college as well as secure the necessary financial support.
Value Label
strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

e
Value

Frequency

Percent

1
2
3
4
5
6

24
49
39
12
12
5

17.0
34.8
27.7
8.5
8.5
3.5

Total

141

100.0

Q 37.
day.

I often cannot accomplish what I set out to do each

Value Label
strongly agree
agree
mildly agree
mildly disagree
disagree
strongly disagree

Value

Frequency

Percent

1
2
3
4
5
6

12
41
44
23
19
2

8.5
29.1
31.2
16.3
13.5
1.4

Total

141

100.0
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